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VICTORIAN F I CTION RESEARCH GUIDES 
Victorian Fict ion Res earch Guides are issued by 
the Victorian Fict ion Group within the Department of 
English , Univers ity of Queensland . 
The group concentrates on minor or lesser known 
writers act ive during the period from about 1 8 6 0  to 
about 1 9 10 . Among the writers we are presently 
working on are Victoria Cross , Mary and Jane Helen 
F indlater , Annie Hector , Annie Thomas , Morley 
Roberts , E . L .  Voynich , Mary Linskill , Eliza Lynn 
Linton , Ethel M .  Dell , Beatrice Harraden , Mrs 
Campbell Praed , and Rosa N .  Carey . Journals being 
indexed include Bel gra via , The Woman at Home , and 
Pal l  Mal l  Ma ga zi n e . 
We should b e  interested to hear from anyone 
else working on any of these writers or j ournals , 
and any informat ion about the location of  manuscript 
and other material would be most welcome . S ince 
there will inevitably be  gaps and errors in our 
published  bibl iographies ,  we should also be grateful 
for information about thes e .  
The subscript ion for the second series of 
Victorian Fict ion Research Guides (V - V I I I ) is  $20 
( Australian ) .  Individual volumes cost $5 . Copies 
of the first series ( I  - IV ) are available at $1 6 
for the whole s eries or $5  for individual t itles . 
Orders should be sent to Mrs Barbara Garlick , 
Division of External Studies , and correspondence on 
other matters to Professor P . D .  Edwards ,  Department 
of English , Univers ity of Queensland , St Lucia , 
Australia 4 0 6 7 . 
The Victorian Fiction Group acknowledges 
generous financial support from the Australian 
Research Grants Committee , the Univers ity of 
Queensland Research Committee , and the Department 
of English , Univers ity of Queensland . 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the 1 8 7 0 s  and 1 8 8 0 s  Frances Cashel Hoey 
briefly won a reputation as  a novelist a little 
cleverer and more serious than the general run . 
During the same period , and for a decade longer , 
her many translations from the French helped to 
keep her name before the public . A select few 
would also have known her as one of the most 
prolific reviewers in the Specta tor. For a short 
time , in the early 1 8 70s , she even achieved a 
degree of notoriety - though again within a 
limited c ircle - as supposed collaborator on a 
number of novels purporting to be the unaided 
work of Edmund Yates .  But chiefly her life and 
literary endeavours are a saga of unremitting 
struggle me�grely rewarded , either by fame or by 
fortune . The last twenty years of her l ife were 
spent in obscurity and what she felt to be 
undeserved neglect . Her financial position ,  
precarious even during her most creative period , 
when she also had her husband ' s  earnings to 
supplement her own , seems to have been always 
more or less  desperate during the s ixteen years 
of her widowhood . The only new editions of he� 
novels were pirated ( or so she believed ) ; those of 
which she still owned the copyright , or could 
purchase it with her last ten pounds , were never 
given the chance of attracting the new generation 
of readers that she hoped for . Though 
unmistakably a lady of intelligence ,  vivacity , 
and resourcefulnes s , she toiled all her life in 
depressing proximity to New Grub Street . 
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One of Mrs Hoey1s proudest memories in old age 
was of having been introduced , as a young married 
girl , to the great Daniel O ' Connell . 1 The meeting 
must have taken place in 1 846  or early 1847 , j ust 
before O ' Connell ' s  death . Frances Sarah Johnston , 
born near Dublin on 1 5  February 1 8 30 , 2 had married 
Adam Murray Stewart on her s ixteenth birthday , and 
throughout her life up till then O ' Connell ( ' the 
Liberator ' ) had been uncrowned king of Ireland . 
. Members of her own family had been active in the 
upris ing of 1 7 9 8 , and when she began her literary 
career , in 18 5 3, it was as a contributor to two 
j ournals  closely identified with Irish nationalism , 
the Freeman ' s  Journa l and the Na t i on .  Most of her 
assoc iates  at this time had been members of Young 
Ireland , which had led an ineffectual rebellion 
against British rule in 1848 . One of them , William 
Carleton , gave her introductions to Thackeray and 
the editor of the Morning Pos t when she went to 
London j ust after the death of her husband in 
November 1 8 5 5 . Another , Charles Gavan Duffy , had 
been one of the founders of the Na tion and was 
its editor when Frances Stewart began writing for 
it ; later , after emigrating to Austral ia and 
becoming Premier of Victoria , he was to provide John 
Cashel Hoey with a j ob ,  as secretary to the colony ' s  
Agent-General in London , which appears to have been 
his main source of income for fifteen of the last 
twenty years of his life . Cashel Hoey , assistant 
editor of the Na t i on from 1849  to 1 8 5 5  and editor 
in 1 8 5 6  and 1 8 5 7 , became Frances ' s  second husband on 
6 February 1 8 5 8 . 
According to the DNB , Frances Johnston ' s  father 
was s ecretary and registrar to the Mount Jermone 
cemetry in Dublin and his daughter , one of eight 
children , was largely self-educated . Her mother had 
been a Shaw , half-s ister of Bernard Shaw ' s mother , and 
if money was as short in the Johnston household as in 
that of the Shaws , Frances ' s  parents may have 
welcomed her early marriage to Adam Murray Stewart 
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( though on the evidence of her novels Frances would 
never have married but for love - and for 
imperishable first love ) .  The fact that she took 
to j ournalism within seven years of her marriage , 
at a time when she had two daughters to look after , 
may indicate that her circumstances remained 
difficult and that the illness , if illness  it was , 
that carried Stewart off two years later had 
already incapac itated him . At any rate her 
decision , immediately after his death , to pursue a 
literary career in London was presumably governed 
by the necessity of earning a living as well as by 
thirst for l iterary glory . 
In the event , however , it seems to have taken 
her many years to gain even a toehold in the London 
literary world . The DNB states  that in her first 
two years there , before her second marriage early 
in 1 8 5 8 , she wrote reviews for the Morni ng Pos t  and 
the Specta tor , but it is unlikely that her 
connexion with the Specta tor began before 1 8 6 1 , 
when Richard Holt Hutton , a clo se  friend of her 
second husband , became editor . Cashel Hoey moved 
to London a few months after his marriage , having 
sold his interest in the Na tion , of which he was by 
then editor and part -owner . Three years later he 
was called to the bar of the Middle Temple ,  but 
j ournalism probably remained his chief occupation -
as well as his wife ' s  - for at least the next ten 
years . In 1 8 6 5  he became assistant to the editor 
of the Dubl i n  Revi ew, W . G . Ward , a position he 
remained in.till 1 8 7 9 , and both he and Frances 
became occasional contributors to the Review . 
Though apparently living in London from the time of 
their marriage , they do not appear to have acquired 
any permanent home there until 1 8 6 8 , when they 
moved to 17 Campden Hill Road , Kensington : this 
remained their residence until John Cashel Hoey ' s  
death in 1 89 2 . 3 
Neither Mrs Hoey ' s  rem1n1scences in her letters 
to Edmund Downey ( the richest store of  informat ion 
3 
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about her life} , nor other people ' s  observations of 
her , throw much light on her literary activities 
and style of life in the 1 8 5 0 s  and 1 8 6 0 s . At the 
time of Oscar Wilde ' s  death in 1 9 0 0 , she recalled 
having held the ' dreadful wretch ' in her arms j ust 
after he was born ; later , she said , he had been a 
playmate , though much younger , of  her own children : 4 
as Wilde was not born t ill October 1 8 54 ,  however , 
this would have been pos sible only if the children 
remained in Dublin when France s  went to live in 
London at the beginning of 1 8 5 6 . Presumably it was 
soon after ( or even before ) her second marriage that 
she , and perhaps her husband , began making the long 
and frequent visits to France that continued ,  for 
her , unt il only a few years before her death . 5 As 
far as I know there is  no way of ascertaining what 
kind of material she contributed to the Morn i ng Pos t  
and during what period , and none of  her 
contributions to the Specta tor - whenever they began 
- can be identified before the 1 8 7 0 s . She may have 
found other outlet s for her l iterary efforts in the 
early 1 8 6 0 s , but the fir st contribution to a j ournal 
that can be identified definitely as her work was 
the sensati�nal novella Buried in the Deep , 
serialized in Cha mbers ' s  Maga zine in February 1 8 6 5 . 
Over the next ten years ( not , however , the next 
thirty as the DNB as serts ) Cha mbers ' s  published 
s everal more stories ,  two novels , and many reviews 
by her . In the second half of the sixties she also 
began contributing to Temple Bar ,  then edited by 
Edmund Yates , and her work continued to appear 
there , infrequently , until the late seventies . Her 
first published novel , A Ho use of Cards ( 1 8 6 8 ) , was 
serialized in Ti nsl e y ' s  Ma ga zine , of which Yate s  
became founding editor after leaving Templ e Bar . 
A House of Cards is a fairly routine , 
nondescript s ensation story , heavily e�phasizing 
such stock themes as  the irrestible power of 
retributive fate , the ineluctability of  hereditary 
evil , and the delusoriness of man ' s  ( or more 
specifically , woman ' s )  belief that early misdeeds 
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or mistakes can be p ermanently l ived down and 
concealed . Slapdash in both style and structure , 
the novel gives  the impression of having been made 
to order , perhaps specifically to the editorial 
order of Yates ,  whose  own novels provide some of  
the most obvious models for the female character , 
haunted by her past and by her unwanted son , who 
is the main centre of consciousness . As a woman 
Mrs Hoey perhaps evinces a little more sympathy 
for her peccant heroine than Yates is able to 
muster for , say , Margaret Dacre in his Land a t  
La s t ; there is  also an individual , and essentially 
feminine , touch in the sensitive psychological 
study of the heroine ' s  blind mother-in-law ; and at 
least one of Mrs Hoey ' s most characteristic topic s , 
the power of  impending death to concentrate the 
human mind on the eternal verities of  religion , 
receives its first expres s ion as the villain ' s  
innocent young wife prepares herself for a violent 
death at his hands . But on the whole A House of 
Ca rds is undistinguished even for a first novel , 
and unusually s illy , particularly in its ' pagan ' 
fatalism , 6 even for a sensation novel of the 1 8 6 0 s . 
The reminders of  Edmund Yates  in A Hou s e  of 
Ca rds , though strong , can be adequately accounted 
for by his editorial influence and by the ' house­
style ' of Tinsley Brothers , proprietors o f  the 
magazine in which the novel was serialized and 
publishers of it in book-form .  Many years later , 
however , William Tinsley was to publish a series 
of allegations that may appear to provide a 
further and altogether more cogent explanation -
one that would lead us , indeed , to expect far 
stronger traces  of Yates  in her first novel . 
Tinsley alleged that Mrs Hoey was actually the 
unacknowledged author of large parts o f  four Yates  
novels and of another in  its entirety ; and all 
four of the novels of which he credited her with 
part-authorship - Land a t  La s t  ( 18 6 6 ) , A Forl orn 
Hope ( 1 8 6 7 ) , Black Sheep ( 1 8 6 7 ) ,  and The Rock 
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Ahead (18 6 8) - were written shortly before A Hou se 
of Ca rds began its serialization . 
Tinsley ' s  story and the evidence for and 
against it are discus sed at length in the 
introduction to my bibliography of Edmund Yates 
( Victorian Fict ion Research Guides , I I I , 1 9 8 0 , pp . 
2 7 - 34 ) .  The story , first published in print in 
Tinsley ' s  Random Recol l ec t i ons of an Ol d Publ i sher 
( 1 9 0 0 ) ,  was accepted as  true by Elizabeth Lee , 
author of the article on Mrs Hoey in the DNB ; but 
it was subsequently denied by Yates ' s  son Edmund 
Smedley Yates and , on three separate occasions , by 
T . H . S . Escott , a friend of both Yates  and Mrs Hoey 
who asserted that he had heard both of them 
pronounc e it untrue . 7 Escott maintained , on the 
basis  of what they had told him , that their 
collaboration had extended no further than Yates ' s  
having discussed some of his ideas , and sometimes 
his actual drafts , with Mrs Hoey , whose comments 
and suggested revisions had usually been made 
' conversationally ' but had occasionally been put 
in writing as well . Tinsley ' s  allegation , on this 
flimsy bas'is , that Yates  and Mrs Hoey had 
conspired to defraud him by pass ing off Mrs Hoey ' s  
work as Yates ' s  - at .twice the price that Mrs 
Hoey would have been able to command under her own 
name - was castigated by E scott as ' pure fable ' .  
At the time when I wrote the introduction to 
my bibliography of Yates  I concluded that on the 
available evidence it was impossible to dec ide 
which , if either , was the true version of the 
collaboration , Tinsley ' s  or Escott ' s .  I noted 
that Tinsley , on his own admission and probably 
with good reason , bore Yates  a grudge . I also 
pointed to the difficulty of reconciling his 
assertion.that Mrs Hoey her self betrayed the 
conspiracy (because she felt Yates had treated her 
. badly ) with the fact that they remained friends 
until her death . And with regard to Tinsley ' s  
most cruc ial piece of evidence - the fact , or 
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alleged fact , that the manuscript of A Righ t ed 
wrong was wholly in Mrs Hoey ' s handwrit ing and that 
of the other four novels partly in hers  and partly 
in Yates ' s  - I pointed out that verificat ion is 
impos sible in the absence of the manuscripts 
themselves : while Tinsley himself undoubtedly had 
access to them , there appears to be no record of  
hi s  having shown them to  any independent witness .  
At that stage I had not found any statements by 
other people to corroborate Tinsley ' s  charges ; but 
neither had I found any denials , apart from 
Escott ' s .  
Since then , however , I have read Mrs Hoey ' s  
correspondence with Edmund Downey , which includes 
several allus ions to the alleged collaboration . 
Though somewhat cryptic and confus ing , these tend 
to support Tinsley ' s  account rather than E scott ' s  -
but with one important difference . 
Mrs Hoey ' s  allusions to the matter were 
prompted by three separate events : the death and 
funeral of Yates in May 1 894 ,  the publication of 
Tinsley ' s  Random Recol l ec t i ons in September 1 9 0 0 , 
and the publication of Downey ' s  Twen t y  Yea rs Ago ; 
a Book of Anecdo t e , Il l u s tra ting Li t erary Life in 
London in February 1 9 0 5 . Mrs Hoey told Downey 
that she had had a ' long interview ' with Yates on 
the Tuesday before his death ( which occurred on 
Sunday , 2 0  May 1894 ) . The death had shocked her 
profoundly , particularly as she was to'have dined 
with him and Mrs Yates at the Oatlands Hotel on 
the very day of the funeral service - ' a  chapter 
in the tragi -comedy of life which it is  qui te 
impossibl e  that anybody there coul d ha ve read as 
I read it , for reasons . 1 At the service ( on 24 
May 1 8 94 ) she saw Tinsley , obviously for the 
first time in many years . Tinsley by this t ime 
had suffered several bankruptcies and was known 
to be addicted to the bottle . ' Poor old Tinsley! ' 
she exclaims , in a postscript to the letter from 
7 
........_ ______________ � -
which I have j ust quoted . ' I  am so sorry for him . 
We looked at each other , coming out of the [Savoy] 
Chapel , and each knew exactly what was in the mind 
of the other . How badly he was treated by 
everybody in that clever , unprincipled set , and 
still worse ,  I am afraid , by himself . • 8 The two 
passages offer a good sample of the romancing , the 
delight in mystification which continued to colour 
Mrs Hoey ' s  references  to the portentous subj ect . 
Tantalizingly , and it seems reluctantly , she 
remained big with her s ecret for the rest of her 
life . 
The appearance of  Tinsley ' s  Recol l ections in 
1 9 0 0  at first made her ' nervous and unhappy about 
the Yates  busine s s ' 9 and subsequently caused her 
' annoyance ' which she was sure Tinsley himself 
would have regretted . 1° Friends and relatives 
wrote to her asking her whether she had been 
' "blackmailed" in the matter ' • 1 1  A ' certain 
publisher ' asserted to one of her friends that she 
' had taken the credit of Mr . Y ' s  novels ,  not he of 
mine ' ,  an� this ' pretty version ' of the story had 
gained currency in America , perhaps as a result of 
the effort s of an American whom she-had previously 
reported as having ' got on the trail of the EY 
affair ' : he may have been the Mr A . M . Bradley who 
later tried to ' open up communications with me , 
which I am sure meant the Tinsley busines s• . 12 So 
many lies and false conj ectures  were circulating 
that she was tempted to tell the true story and to 
tell it all . She had resolved to do so , ' if there 
is another chance ' ,  as early as February 1 9 0 1 , in 
response to the canard that she rather than Yates 
was laying false claim to the  authorship of the 
novels . In an undated letter probably written in 
the second half of  1 9 0 2  she hinted that she might 
be willing to write the story for T . P. ' s  �veekl y ,  
o f  which Downey was then editor and for which she 
was convinced it would make ' a  grand co up of ex-
post facto literary gos s ip ' . 
' 
8 7 
Apparently Downey failed to respond to the 
suggestion; nor did he avail himself of the 
opportunity to comment on the matter in his 
memoirs , Twen t y  Yea rs Ago , published in 1 9 05 -
though the book was dedicated to Mrs Hoey and 
actually quoted in full (but without naming .her as 
the author) the passage from her letter to him 1n 
which she reported her meeting with Tinsley at 
Yates ' s  funeral and lamented the bad treatment he 
had received from ' that clever unprincipled set ' .13 
Removed from its context , the passage throws no 
light at all on the compos it ion of the ' set ' who so 
mistreated Tinsley . Thanking Downey for her copy 
of the book , Mrs Hoey said nothing about the 
quotation from her letter but complained at the 
omission of A Hou s e  of Cards from Downey ' s  list of 
promising first novels which appeared in Tin sl ey ' s  
Ma ga zine ; almost in the same breath , however , she 'f· 
shifted to the matter that presumably had been 
really on her mind all along : ' I  wish the Yates 
bus iness might turn up again . ( When we meet you 
shall know why ) it would be better it should -
but this is str ictly for you only. 1 14 The 
momentousne s s  of her promised disclosures is 
marked by the regal italics ( which recall those  
she had used earlier when commenting on the 
' tragi-comedy ' by which her planned last dinner 
with Yates  had turned out to be his funeral ) .  
',,Three and a half years after the. appearance 
of DoWney ' s  memoirs Mrs Hoey herself was dead , 
and I have found no indication that she did 
succeed in' making the Yates busines s  turn up 
again in the meantime . Perhaps Downey , when he 
heard what she wanted to say and why , may have 
persuaded her that even the fullest and most 
sympathetic account of the affair would not be 
certain to redound to her credit and that she 
would , in any case , gain scant kudos from having 
helped write a handful of novels by now 
forgotten , or at best ' half-forgotten ' - like 
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Black Sheep which had reappeared , in the series 
Half-Forgotten Novels ,  in 19 04, 15 -
Mrs Hoey ' s references  to the affair implicitly 
confirm all but one of Tinsley ' s  assertions . They 
make it clear that she did regard herself as author 
or j oint-author of some of Yates ' s  novels , 
presumably the one s that Tinsley named . They also 
lend a decided air of probability to Tinsley ' s  
statement that Mrs Hoey herself had let out the 
secret of the surreptitious collaboration , 
presumably because she had felt she was not 
receiving p�oper credit or payment for her work . 
The one important particular that Mrs Hoey 
apparently rej ects in Tinsley ' s  version of the 
story is  his ins istence that he knew nothing about 
the collaboration until Mrs Hoey told him , that he 
was in fact a victim rather than an agent of the 
conspiracy to pass off inferior literary wares a s  
a first-class  and recognized product . Mrs Hoey ' s  
rej oinder to this is  emphatic  but not unequivocal : 
' Tinsley never was deceived - no one wanted to 
deceive hi� - he had [?bal es] of my copy . rl6 
Here , in her only comment on this aspect of the 
matter , Mrs Hoey may be saying either that Tinsley 
knew all along of the collaboration between Yates  
and hersel f ,  or  that she ( and perhaps Yates )  
assumed that he knew , or s imply that he should 
have known ( and perhaps that it was his own fault 
if he didn ' t ) .  Tinsley had accused her of having 
been a party to a fraud , against him and against 
the public . Understandably , but not altogether 
convincingly , she denies any fraud , or at least 
any awareness  of fraud , against Tinsley on her 
part ; and as for fraud against the public she 
would no doubt have argued that the novels 
produced j o intly by her and Yate s ,  or by her on 
her own , were of j ust as good quality as  Yates ' s  
independent creat ions , and that one of them , 
Black Sheep , was probably the most popular and 
most highly regarded of ' Yates ' s '  novels . Both 
she and Tinsley tell the story in such a way as  
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to exculpate themselves, she of having, as an 
author , defrauded her publisher ; he of having , as 
a publisher , defrauded his public . Unless  new 
fact s  come to light the truth of the matter must 
remain uncertain : neither Mrs Hoey ' s  nor 
Tinsley ' s  version rings altogether true, 17 and 
Escott ' s very different vers ion st ill cannot be 
ruled out of court . 
A minor mystery connected with the 
publication of Tinsley ' s  Recoll ections is the 
whereabout s of a letter or review by Yates ' s  son , 
Edmund Smedley Yates, evidently defending his 
father against Tinsley ' s  aspersions . Smedley ' s  
communication on the matter is  referred to 
cryptically by Mrs Hoey in her letter to Downey 
of 1 3  November [ ? 1 9 0 0 ] : ' I  wonder no one has 
observed that E . S . Y .  gave himself away by using 
the word "Hush-money" - Mrs [?Horne ] Payne saw it 
at once . '  f have been unable to find any published 
letter or review by Smedley Yates at this time , and 
there is no reference to any in his scrapbook - to. 
which I have.recently gained access . There is  no 
ment ion of Tinsley ' s  book in the World ,  of  which 
Smedley Yates  was still co-proprietor . Perhaps his 
comments were made in a private letter - to Mrs 
Hoey herself or to a mutual friend - which had been 
seen by Downey, by Mrs [ ?Horne ] Payne, and 
presumably by other members of Mrs Hoey ' s  circle . 
Alternatively, they may have been published in one 
of the provinc ial newspapers for which, at various 
times , Smedley Yates  worked as a j ournalist . It 
is  even conceivable , if Mrs Hoey ' s  letter offers a 
fair sample of their contents , that they were 
published in an American paper , to circumvent 
English libel laws : this might account for the 
special interest taken in the matter in America 
and the annoying importunities of the American 
newshound, A . M .  Bradley, which Mrs Hoey remarks 
upon in some of her letters  to Downey . Certainly , 
unles s  he had incontrovertible proof, English 
libel laws would have made it dangerous for 
1 1  
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Smedley Yates  to accuse Tinsley or Mrs Hoey of 
accept ing ' hush-money ' from his father . 
An amus ingly garbled account of the story of 
the alleged collaboration is  given by Harry 
Furnis s in his book Some Victorian Women ( 1 9 2 3) : 
I recollect a rather pretty little woman 
I used to meet at Tinsley ' s ,  the 
publisher . She wrote for him , but she 
also wrote other novels ,  that she 
declared - and Tinsley assured me he 
knew her statement to be true - she 
said to Edmund Yates , who published them 
as  his own productions . When she died I 
read with much interest the obituary 
notice of her written by Yates , which I , 
reading between the lines , was fully 
convinced confirmed the strange 
statement she herself had made . Anyway 
he never published another novel 18 
In the ab1ence of  any other published descriptions 
of Mrs Hoey , it would be gratifying to be able to 
accept Furnis s ' s testimony that she was , in her 
forties , ' a  rather pretty little woman ' ; but 
nearly everything else in the passage is so wrong 
as  to strip him of every shred of credibility . 
Yates in fact died fourteen years before Mrs Hoey 
and certainly didn ' t  compose  her obituary before 
doing so ; and far from deserting fiction after his 
alleged collaboration with her finished , he went 
on to publish at least nine more novels .  Faulty 
as his memory was , however , it is hard to believe 
that Furnis s can simply have imagined meeting Mrs 
Hoey and hearing her speak of the collaboration . 
Whatever the truth of  the matter , the nature 
and extent of Mrs Hoey ' s  contribut ion to novels 
published under Yate s ' s  name b etween 1866 and 
1 8 7 0  are too problematic to make it safe to 
include the novels ,  or any parts of them , among 
her works . A Ri ghted Wrong ( 1 8 70 ) , which she 
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was alleged to have written on her own , certainly 
reads more like a woman ' s ,  and specifically a Hoey 
novel than most of Yates ' s other novels ;  but on 
internal evidence it i s  hard to believe that she 
can have been responsible for more than small parts 
of most of the others : in particular , it seems 
practically inconceivable that Yates  himself was 
not responsible for nearly all of Black Sheep , 
though Mrs Hoey could have had a larger hand in A 
Forlorn Hope . 
Mrs Hoey ' s  remaining ten novels , published 
during the next twenty years , at gradually 
lengthening intervals ,  all conform essentially to 
the pattern established in her first . Her plots 
continue to unfold bewilderingly intricate webs of 
relationship among groups of character s  seemingly 
worlds apart from each other - often divided 
literally by oceans, as  well as by circumstance .  
The coincidences , whether interpreted as 
manifestations of providence , fate , romance ,  or 
mere acc ident , become if  possible even more 
marvellous and unpredictable . Weaknes s and shabby 
villainy constantly expose  virtue , female virtue 
especially , to pain and moral danger; and deep in 
the shadows lurk vicious criminals whose  blows or 
revelations produce unexpectedly lurid climaxes to 
otherwise  quite tame third volumes .  Heredity is  
always a maj or determinant of  characters ' vices , 
and somet imes o f  their more agreeable talents , 
and in the age-old tradition of romance inherited 
qualities frequently signal a character ' s  true 
identity to the reader long before it is formally 
disclosed . Mistakes of identity , resulting 
particularly from impersonation or the existence 
of ' doubles ' ,  are a common source of plot 
complications .  Death , by natural or unnatural 
means , can always be relied on to remove 
inconvenient character s , the vicious and the 
virtuous alike . In her choice of plot materials ,  
Mrs Hoey never outgrew the influence of  Dickens, 
Wilkie Collins , and the s ensational pot0oilers  
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of  the 1 8 6 0 s . Mystery and violence ,  the macabre 
and the exotic were the lifeblood of her romantic 
imagination - the same imagination as compelled 
her , in real life , to make such a tantalizing 
mystery o f  her collaboration with Yates , or to 
invest a sudden j ourney sh� made to Paris at the 
t ime of the Commune with all the mysterious danger 
and urgency of an episode from A Tal e  of Two 
Ci ti es . 19 
Despite their preposterous , and often clumsily 
managed plots , however- , the novels are by no means 
devoid of wit and moral sense . In their treatment 
of love e specially , they ring some surprising and 
refreshing changes on the conventions of Victorian 
romance .  Though the characters arid situat ions can 
usually be fitted more or less  neatly into the 
familiar moulds of  sentimental fiction (a fact 
which Mrs Hoey underlines by constantly invoking 
parallels in the novels  of Jane Austen or Dickens , 
Trollope or Thackeray ) ,  the outcomes of  the love 
stories , the distribution o f  rewards and 
punishments ,  and the assessment of what really 
constitutes a reward and what a punishment for a 
given pair of lovers often imply a subtle , serious , 
and unexpected disavowal of  sentimental norms . 
Ost ensibly , Mrs Hoey ' s  own attitudes to love could 
hardly be more conventional or more conservative . 
First love is nearly always ineffacable . True 
lovers are always unselfish and disinterested . 
Even the strongest and truest love must b e  
subordinated t o  duty and self-respect . A true 
lover remains faithful even when his love is 
thwarted by circumstance or betrayed by the 
beloved . Unlike many other popular sentimental 
novelists ,  however , Mrs Hoey was well aware that 
in the real world such absolut ism in love ( or of 
love ) not only militated against a smooth path for 
true lovers but was also as  likely as not to leave 
them st ill unsatisfied at the end of the path . 
Fals e  love , on the other hand , or true love 
compromised , can be better at clearing the 
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ob stacles in its path and at bearing it s final 
disappointments ,  because it is often suppler , more 
resilient . 
The contrasting fates of the two heroine s of 
A Golden Sorrow ( 18 7 2 ) provide the first and one of 
the best examples of  this  reversal of  conventional 
expectations . Florence Reeve , one of Mrs Hoey ' s  
' angelic ' heroines ,  marries for love , endures 
poverty and separation from her husband with 
pat ience and fortitude , wears the disguise  and 
performs the duties  of a mere maid without any loss  
of dignity , remains ever sweet , charitable , and 
self-effacing even when nursing her ogrish father­
in-law through his terminal illness , receives , 
miraculously , his deathbed blessing when she 
confesses  her true identity , and at the peak of 
her material fortunes finds that even before this 
he had made a will leaving her almost the whole of 
his estate as � reward for her nursing . Miriam 
Clint , her husband ' s  s ister , looks at her best on 
horseback ( usually a bad sign in novels of  the 
1860s  anq 1 8 7 0s ) , boldly embarks on a mercenary 
marriage to an old man in order to escape from the 
household of her appalling father , and suffers the 
approved punishment when her husband turns out to 
be mean , j ealous , tyrannical , and ( it is  strongly 
hinted ) brutal in bed - a replica in almo st all 
respects of the father whom he had replaced as her 
master . Yet at the end of the novel Miriam , the 
' childless  wife ' , ' the woman who has ne
.
ver loved ' , 
i s  rewarded with a husband whom she loves and who 
loves her , even though by this time she has added 
to her crimes by inducing her brother to 
impersonate her recently dead husband and 
fabricate a will leaving the husband ' s  estate to 
her . Florence , a ' true woman , who incapable of 
the moral discord implied in desert ing her own 
sphere , assiduously a spires to the best standard 
of duty and culture within it ' ,  receives no more 
_ tangible reward than another man to nurse , this 
time her husband , whose  baby she had borne and 
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lost in its infancy , from whom she has been 
uncomplainingly separated ever s ince , and who 
finally returns to her ( from the Californian 
goldfields ) stricken with a fever that produces  
amnesia ,  diminished responsib ility , and eventually 
a state of languid imbecility! It appears that 
Miriam will not be blessed with children , but 
otherwise her happiness  promises  to be unclouded 
except by the plight of her brother and her angelic 
sister-in-law . 
As  epigraph to A Gol den Sorrow, Mrs Hoey uses 
Shakespeare's lines , 1 'tis  better to be lowly born ,/  
And range with humble livers in content ,/Than to be 
perked up in a glistering grief , /And wear a golden 
sorrow' . But although the pursuit of gold brings 
bitter sorrow to Miriam's broth er and for a t ime to 
Miriam herself , the alternative rewards allotted to 
Florence , the lowly born humble-liver , are hardly 
calculated to recommend themselves to the ordinary 
reader of sentimental love stories .  At first 
glance , indeed , the novel ' s  message may appear 
obscure and probably confused . Reading Mrs Hoey ' s  f 
other novels ,  however , one comes to recognize how 
radically her conception o f  a ' happy ending' can 
differ from that which her romantic plot-materials 
and her conventional attitudes to love may seem to 
predicate . Ab solute as the lover ' s ,  and the 
reader's , imagination may believe it , the 
happiness to be found in the fulfilment of human 
love often turns out disappointing and delusory , 
and in at least one later novel the heroine ends 
by stigmatizing her unswerving fidelity to an 
earthly lover as a form of  'idolatry ' ,  
deflecting her from the only true obj ect of 
worship . Miriam earns her happy endin g ,  aft er 
all her s ins , not only by an oddly incomplete act 
of secular reparat ion - renouncing all but £ 5 0 0 0  
o f  her husband's e state - but also , and more 
significantly , by transcending merely secular 
morality , by learning to mourn , after 'many 
sleepless nights' and 'long days of perplexity and 
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softening' , not because her 'sin had " found her out "' 
but because 'she had "done this great wickedness  
against God" ' (Mrs Hoey's italics ) .  For a shallow 
nature l ike Miriam's , this represents a great step 
upwards ,  almost comparable to the miraculous 
deathbed redempt ion of her father -in-law . (It 
makes an interesting contrast to the purely secular 
repentance , dictated largely by love , of Trollope's 
Lady Ongar , who s imilarly renounced the fortune she 
had won by a mercenary marriage but also hung on to 
enough to keep her comfortable . 20 ) Florence ,  
however , like most of Mrs Hoey's true heroines ,  
understands instinctively that all human 
aspirations , including love , must be compounded 
with love and service to God if they are to e scape 
the taint of selfishness , if they are to give­
adequate expression to the nobler (Godlike ) 
attributes  of  human nature . 
One of Mrs Hoey's later novels , The Lover ' s  
creed ( 1 8 84 ) ,  takes its title from the sentimental 
dictum , 'One , and one only , is the Lover's Creed' , 
but this is  a tale in which the heroine , Mavis 
Reeve (who 'looks like a saint , and s ings like an 
angel' ) ,  and the deserving hero are kept apart 
simply by a prolonged sequence of accident s , not 
by any confl ict ing ties or duties . Like Madeleine 
Kindersley in Griffi th ' s  Doubl e ( 1 8 7 6 ) ,  perhaps 
the most idealized and morally impres s ive of all 
Mrs Hoey's heroines , the heroine of Th� Lover's 
Creed lives and loves so sacramentally that 
Providence appears  almost demonstrabiy her sole 
guide . Even so , Mavis is vouchsafed the 
opportunity for a Christlike sacrifice , using 
herself as decoy for an assass in's knife that was 
intended for her pup il ( Mavis is Mrs Hoey's only 
governes s-heroine ) .  In contrast , heroines like 
Florence , or like the innocently bigamous wife in 
Fal sel y True , are given their brief interval of 
happines s  in love before being called upOn for 
their great sacrifice - presumably , for both of 
them a lifelong sacrifice . The difference 
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appears to be explained chiefly by the faults of t he 
men to whom they give their hearts , faults which Mrs 
Hoey , obliquely defending her heroines' taste , is at 
pains to put down ( in Trollopian fashion ) to 
weaknes s  and shabb ines s  rather than outright evil , 
even though in one case they lead to bigamy and in 
the other to forgery . There is  no suggestion , 
however , that the sacrifices and loss of happiness  
that are visited upon the heroines are to be viewed 
as  a punishment or an expiation ; on the contrary , in 
forgiving and , for as long as possible , serving the 
men who have wronged them they evidently achieve a 
reward beside which mere sensual gratificat ion pales . 
Another heroine  who loves a per sonable man not 
quite worthy of her , -Janet Monro in All , or Nothing 
( 1 8 7 9 ) , receives a double reward : saving her beloved 
husband from a would-be assassin and expir ing 
immediately afterwards from the shock . Already , upon 
realizing that her husband did not love her as she 
loved him and was in a state of 'profound ennui' , she 
had learnt 'the ordinary lesson of human experience ,  
that the �orship of a human being is idolatry', and 
her dying words are 'Thou shalt have no other gods 
but Me' ; but the novel leaves no doubt that death 
has no sting for her . Laura , the girl her husband 
had loved first and always , reflects after Janet's 
death that Janet had been 'worth a million of me' 
and her own husband Robert Thornton 'worth a 
million ,of Edward Dunstan' , her lover ; 'yet they are 
gone , and we are left' . She asks , 'Why? Ah me! 
why?' and Mrs Hoey responds : ' . . .  it did not come 
to Laura's mind that p erhap s j ust that difference 
of value may have furnished the why . '  
Though I have stressed the religious element 
in Mrs Hoey's love stories , I do not wish to give 
the impress ion that she is recognizably a religious 
novelist , or that she wears her p iety on her sleeve 
like such writers as Charlotte ,M . Yonge, Elizabeth 
Sewell , or even Mrs Craik . Rather the reverse . 
The religious beliefs that inform her treatment of 
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love in many of her novels are generally vo iced so 
quietly and discreetly that they can be overlooked , 
leaving the reader with the impression of nothing but 
a rather capricious manipulation of the secular 
morality of ·the conventional love story . As a Roman 
Catholic - born a Protestant but converted at the 
time of her second marriage - Mrs Hoey certainly 
wished to propagate her faith . She played an active 
part in Catholic charit ies  ( as well as in such 
secular 'good cause s' as the Anti-Vivisection League 
and the Society for S ick Children ) ;  she wrote at 
least one devotional book ( Na zareth , 1 8 7 3 ) ;  and her 
private correspondence is full of religious 
sentiments which never sound merely perfunctory . But 
in her novels she generally avoids advocating 
specifically Catholic views . One exception is Out of 
court ( 18 74 ) ,  which has as it s central theme the evil 
and sacrilege of secular divorce and which openly 
applauds Ireland for rej ecting the institution : 
opposit ion to divorce , however , was not confined to 
Catholics , and most reviewers seem to have seen 
nothing offens ively sectarian in Mrs Hoey's raising 
of the sub j ect , nor in the fact that one of the 
characters who are most outspoken about it is a 
Protestant whose  conversion to Catholicism , when she 
finds that her 'human love and human wi sdom' avail 
nothing without 'the Love that is Divine , and the 
wisom that is unerring' , is foreshadowed throughout 
the novel . Later , in The Question of Cain ( 18 8 2 ) , 
the villain begins thinking about religion after a 
conversation with a Roman Catholic priest and , 
under this providential influence , repeats the 
Lord's Prayer to himself j ust before being bloodily 
murdered ( in the sensational climax to the most 
sensational o f  Mrs Hoey's novels ) ;  it also appears 
that the heroine of the novel may marry one of the 
priest's parishioners . And in The Lover ' s  Creed 
the hero is a Catholic and the heroine , Mavis 
Quinn , already 'struck with great amazement' after 
attending a Catholic church for a while , is 
'received into the church' on her supposed death 
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bed - from which she subsequently recovers . Genera� 
however , Mrs Hoey seems to have wished her novels t< 
look little different from the kind of secular 
sentimental romance that one of the characters in � 
Lover ' s  Creed , a woman of forty , writes under the 
pseudonym of ' Ignota ' :  
In her hand was the wand of a magician ; it 
conferred or withheld  the heart ' s  desire of 
those whom the wielder of it summoned up 
from phantasmal realms . . . • She could 
summon up beautiful images of girlhood , set 
them in her pages , crown them with glory and 
honour , enrich them with love , fortune , 
happiness ; or she could gently withdraw them 
from a world that did not appreciate , or 
might fail to satisfy them , by that 
beneficent expedient of early and poetical 
death which was not absolutely forbidden to 
the novelist thirty years ago . Psychology 
and physiology did not hold their terrors 
over the story-tellers of those  days . 
I 
In the heyday of Zola (whom she detested ) Mrs Hoey 
was well aware that her kind of novel appeared old 
hat . 
A few other aspects of her fiction are worth 
brief mention . 
For all her connexions with Irish nationalism 
in the 1840s  and 1 8 5 0 s , she never attempted to 
identify herself as an Irish novelist . Presumably , 
like Trollope , she recognized that by the 1 8 6 0 s  
' Irish subj ects generally [had] become distasteful 
to Engli sh readers ' . 21 She must also have known 
that no English publisher or editor would willingly 
have provided her with an outlet for the intense  
nationalism and radically anti-British , anti ­
imperialist feeling that flashes up repeatedly in 
her letters  to her compatriot Edmund Downey . Irish 
characters figure in a number of the novels , but 
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they are as often weak and disreputable as  morally 
admirable . Irish settings are used extensively only 
in Ou t of Court and in three novellas - The Queen ' s  
Token ( 1 8 7 5 ) ,  No Sign ( 1 8 7 5 ) ,  and Ralph Craven ' s  
Sil ver Whi stl e ( 1 8 7 7 ) - o f  which two are historical 
romances . There is warm praise for the distinctive 
Irish beauty of one of the women in Fal sel y True , 
but nothing but scorn for the other Irish woman who 
appears in the same novel , a ' sordid , grovelling , 
selfish ' actress  who is compared to Becky Sharp . In 
out of Court the ' intonation ' of the Irish gentry is  
carefully dist inguished from the ' brogue ' with which 
it is sometimes ' confounded ' ,  even by writers who 
know Ireland , and the Irish peasantry are represented 
as possessing ' neither the brutal density of the 
English , nor the cold , suspicious , self-sufficing 
reserve of the Scottish lower orders , wherewith to 
disgust , repel , and mortify ' .  The bigamous Irish 
hero of  Fal sel y True , though a ' dreamer ' and 
graceful almost to the point of prettines s  and 
effeminacy , at least has the knack of ' getting on ' 
with foreigners which the English , being ' less  
adaptive and tolerant ' ,  lack . English insolence 
towards forei gners ,  and particularly towards subj ect 
races , also come s in for acidulous criticism from 
time to time : in The Question of Cain , for example , 
the response of a Parisian concierge to the 
haughtines s  and insularity of English vis itors is 
eloquently rendered , and in The Blossoming of an 
Aloe ( 1 8 7 5 ) the ' cruelties ' of the British in India 
after the Mut iny , and the ' fine Britannic insolence ' 
which cannot believe that a ' slight knowledge of  
[India] and the  history of its people ' might benefit 
its rulers , are roundly condemned .  As a j ournalist , 
however , Mrs Hoey carefully avoids offending English 
sensitivities  even when reporting such an event as 
Edward VII ' s  visit to Dublin in 1 9 0 3 ;� whereas her 
private correspondence ,  around the same t ime , 
bristles with b itter denunciations of British policy 
in Ireland (particularly under Balfour ) ,  Briti sh 
atrocities in China and South Africa ( the latter 
under the command of the renegade Irishman 
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Kitchener ) , and British foreign policy ' s fatuous 
j ealousy and distrust of France .  In her novels ,  
too , her Irishness  i s  so muted  that when T .P . 
O ' Connor was compiling his  Cabinet of Iri sh 
Literature� consist ing of biographies of and 
extracts from contemporary Irish writers , he had to 
·ask her husband , who had already been cho sen for 
inclusion , whether she also was Irish : O ' Connor ' s  
impres sion was that she was not . 23 No such doubt 
could have existed about the nationality of her 
cousin Bernard Shaw! 
Except in relat ion to Ireland , Mrs Hoey ' s  
political , social , and moral attitudes appear to 
have been generally conservative . As a lifelong 
Francophile and student of French history , however , 
she was able to withstand a firsthand experience of  
the Paris  Commune without the frenzies o f  horror it 
aroused in so many English people ; and while her 
novels and j ournalism contain denunciations of 
trends in modern life that she finds disagreeable -
the Aesthetic and women ' s  rights movements ,  the 
decline of feminine modesty , the shiftless  langour 
of  modern young men , the growing tolerance of 
marital infidelity in London society , the filth of 
Zolaism - she can also speak feelingly , and with 
unexpected cynicism , about the ancient wrongs of 
women , the fickleness of men ' s  love , and the 
s illines s  of many of the restraints women were 
expected to impose on their emotions . For example , 
in the novel aptly called The Lover ' s  Creed , a 
lyrical proposal- scene , enacted in ' the good old 
style 1· as Mrs Hoey approvingly notes , is followed 
by a little dialogue in which the triumphant hero , 
who must leave immed iately for the war , concedes 
that the separation may be worse for the woman he 
leaves behind.than for himself and adds , with 
apparently gratuitous b itterness , ' They always say 
so ; they do that much j ustice to women , at all 
cost s ' .  To which Mrs Hoey appends her own caustic 
comment : ' It i s  surprising what broad views of 
the virtues and sufferings of  the whole female sex 
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a man will take when he is  in love ; it is  equally 
remarkable how his vis ion contracts when he has got 
out of love . 1 Coming as it does after a model 
proposal from an obviously sincere young man , the 
comment must raise questions in the reader ' s  mind 
about Mrs Hoey ' s  own exper iences  of love and 
marriage and the , for the most part hidden , 
intensity of her feminist feelings . Perhaps her 
first , shortlived marriage turned out badly , and 
even her second , though she always profes sed the 
profoundest love and respect for her husband before 
and after his death , may have had serious drawbacks : 
however loving he may or may not have remained ,  the 
evidence of his wife ' s  chronic shortage of money 
suggests that he may have been a rather poor 
provider , not always given to sharing his worldly 
goods with her . 
Mrs Hoey ' s  novels throw a clearer light on 
some other aspects of her life and character . 
These include her love of theatre - which emerges 
both explicitly and implicitly in the novels and is 
confirmed in the ' Lady ' s  Letter ' which she 
contributed to the Aus tralasian for many years - and 
her interest , in her later years at least , in 
psychic phenomena : this found expression in her 
lively and sympathetic portrayal of a ' modern ' 
young lady with apparently psychic powers , Amabel 
Ainslie in All ,  or Nothing, and later in the 
remarkable extended dream , seemingly both 
telepathic and premonitory , which precipitates 
three weeks of brain fever in the heroine of A 
Stern Chase ( 1 8 8 6 ) ,  perhaps under the influence of 
a temporary transmigration of her soul into her 
brother ' s  body (or of his into hers ) .  That Mrs 
Hoey believed in the possibility of such experiences 
is borne out by her letters to Rosa Praed , in 
connexion with Mrs Praed ' s  ' spiritualist ' novel 
Nyria ( 1 9 04 ) . 24 
One of the maj or weaknesses of Mrs Hoey ' s  
novels is their frequent plundering of other 
people ' s  travel -books for local colour , and often 
indeed for considerable wordage . ( It is obviously 
no coincidence that at the t ime when her novels 
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were written she was chief reviewer of travel books 
for both the Spectator and Chambers ' s  Journal . )  In 
Fal sel y True the long and lurid episode set in 
Brazil relies for its evocation of that country on 
extens ive quotations from a book by St Hilaire . 
S ir Charles  Dilke ' s  Greater Britain supplies the 
extensive descript ions o f  Ceylon in All , or 
Nothing, W . H .  Rus sell ' s  despatches from the Crimea 
and Westgarth ' s  history of Victoria are heavily 
drawn on for the two exotic settings in The 
Lover ' s  Creed , and Walter Goodman ' s  The Pearl of 
the Anti lles effectually provides the whole 
setting and many of the characters and incidents 
for the first volume of A Stern Chase . All of  
these  borrowings are acknowledged in  the  novels ,  
but only Goodman seems to have been applied to 
beforehand for permis s ion to quote from his book . 
Writing to Dilke j ust after the publication of 
All , or Nothing, Mrs Hoey hoped  that he would not 
be ' annoyed ' with her for having borrowed ' without 
�eave , but not without acknowledgment ' ,  from his 
Greater Bri tain ; she conceded that p erhaps she 
ought to have asked for his permission , but she had 
not liked to trouble him : 25 a surprisingly casual 
attitude to plagiarism in an author who showed 
herself , both in the Yates  affair and in her 
dealings with publishers towards the end of her 
l ife , so anxious to receive proper credit and 
reward for her work . 
I have already mentioned Mrs Hoey ' s  practice 
of  alluding to the novels of Jane Austen , Dickens , 
Trollope , and Thackeray for parallels to her own 
characters and situations . Of these novelist s , 
only Trollope can be regarded as having significantly 
' influenced ' her own art . In their general shape , 
her plots are in the Dickens ian tradition as 
modified by the s ensat ion novelists o f  the 1 8 6 0 s , and 
her occas ional use of multiple narrators ,  notably in 
Griffith ' s  Double ,  is  presumably in imitation of 
Wilkie Collins . The l ikenesses  she draws atte.ntion 
to between her characters and those  of Jane Austen 
or Thackeray usually appear slight and coincidental , 
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and there is little in common between her staple 
plot materials and theirs . Trollope ' s  novels ,  on 
the other hand , seem to have provided spec ific 
models or point s of departure for a number of her 
own plots and subplot s . In the short story ' Esau ' s  
Choice ' ,  the heroine has been reading Trollope ' s  
Sir Harry Hotspur of Humbl ethwaite ( ' the most 
melancholy of [his]  fictions , with the exception of 
his  Macdermots of Ball ycloran ' ) ,  and throughout the 
story her fate , after being j ilted by her lover , is 
measured against that of Trollope ' s  heroine . In 
The Question of Cain a party of ladies are robbed 
of their j ewel s ; the mastermind behind the robbery 
has been a guest at the same house-party as the 
ladies ; and one lady in the novel refers to family 
j ewels as part of a wife ' s  ' paraphernalia ' :  all 
these details closely and _unmistakably recall 
Trollope ' s  The Eustace Diamonds . In Out of Court , 
the villain is  likened to George Vavasour , the 
villain of Trollope ' s  Can You Forgive Her? , but 
his real prototype in that novel is  Burgo 
Fitzgerald , whose  tactics in trying to estrange 
Lady Glencora Palliser from her sobersided husband 
he copies in almost every detail ( and with 
ultimate succes s ) : luring her into a flirtation , 
persuading her to waltz outrageously with him at a 
ball - to the consternation of her husband ( a  public 
man like Palliser ) who come s to take her home at the 
height of her excitement - and relying on the 
husband ' s  anger and the wife ' s  wounded pride to send 
her fleeing into his more welcoming arms . It comes 
as no surprise , in the light of such borrowings , to 
learn that Mrs Hoey wrote one of the first maj or 
crit ical articles  on Trollope , ' The Novels of Mr . 
AnThony Trollope ' ,  Dubl in Review, October 1 8 7 2 . 26 
Although all , or nearly all , 27 of  Mrs Hoey ' s  
novels were ser ialized before being published in 
three-volume form , and most subsequently appeared 
in one-volume editions , it is clear that she 
never succeeded in making a living out of them . 
The publisher Tinsley stated that in 1 8 7 0  his rate 
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of  payment to Mrs Hoey for a novel was less  than 
£ 2 0 0 , presumably for book rights only ; 28 assuming 
that serial rights brought her in no more than 
another £ 2 0 0 , 2g her total return on a novel was 
probably £4 00  at the most . As she produced on 
average one novel every two years , her annual 
income from this source probably seldom exceeded 
£ 2 0 0 , unless  (as seems unlikely ) her popularity 
increased after 1 8 7 0 . During the period when all 
her novels appeared , 1 8 6 8 - 9 0 , she also contributed 
stories  to magazines ,  but not with great 
frequency . Her receipts from this source probably 
made only a marginal addition to her total income : 
the publi sher Richard Bentley ' s  Author ' s  Ledger 
shows that she received only £ 1 3/ 10/ - for ' The 
Heiress  of Moate ' and £ 9 / 1 0 / - for ' A  Modern 
Vendetta ' ,  both published in Templ e Bar ; for a 
four-part novella and a two -part story published 
in Chambers ' s  Journal in 1 8 6 5  she received a total 
of  £ 3 1 / 1 5 / - ,  for a two-part story in 1 8 6 7 , £ 1 2 / 6 / - , 
for a novella in five chapters in 1 8 6 8 , £ 2 8 / 5 / - , 
for a novella in three chapters  in 1 8 6 9 , £ 20 , and 
finally for a two -part story in 1 8 74 , £ 11/ 5/ - . 30 
In the 1 8 7 0s  and 1 8 8 0 s , however , Mrs Hoey 
probably made as much from other forms of l iterary 
activity as the £ 2 0 0  or so a year from her fiction . 
Bentley paid her as  much as £ 6 0  for her 
translat ions of French books , of which she 
produced , on average , more than one a year 
throughout the 18 7 0 s  and 1 8 8 0 s  ( some of them in 
collaboration with John Lillie ) .  For her 
translation of The Correspondence of Prince 
Talleyrand and King Louis XVIII ( 1 8 8 1 ) , which had 
to be done at breakneck speed , Bentley agreed to 
pay her no less than 14 0 guineas ( 7 0 guineas per 
volume ) ,  though in the event she was unable to 
carry out the work quickly enough and received only 
£4 0 for translating the first volume , the s econd 
being assigned to another translator . 31 In 1 8 9 2  
The Au thor de scribed Mrs Hoey as ' the best 
translator living ' , 32 and her services remained in 
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demand in the 1 8 9 0 s  and into the early 1 90 0 s , well 
after she had ceased writing novels . For Bentley , 
and later for Edmund Downey ( Downey and Ward ) , Mrs 
Hoey also from t ime to time read manuscripts ,  though 
her income from this source must have been minute . 
And the Bentley Archives show that as well she 
sometimes ' revised ' or ' edited ' other people ' s  
novels ,  translations , or articles . 33 But her most 
regular and as sured sources of incom� for mo st of 
her working life were almo st certainly the 
fortnightly ' Lady ' s  Letter ' that she contributed to 
The Australasian ( Melbourne ) from 1 8 74 t ill shortly 
before her death - and her reviews , subleaders , and 
pars in The Spectator , which probably began to 
appear in 18 6 1  or earlier and which continued until 
1 8 9 5 . During the years covered by the editor , 
Richard Hutton ' s  ' Record of Articles ' in The 
Spectator ( 18 74 - 7  and 1 8 8 0 - 9 7 ) , 34 Mrs Hoey had at 
least one and often two contributions in mo st 
numbers , though with frequent breaks -
presumably when she was overseas or out of  London ; 
if her output during these years was typical , her 
income from The Spectator can hardly have been much 
less than £ 1 0 0  per year . As well as her ' Lady ' s  
Letter ' for The Australasian , Mrs Hoey for many 
years reviewed the Royal Academy and other 
exhib itions o f  paintings for the paper : in August 
1 9 0 2 , when she had to give the j ob up because she 
could no longer ' stand the fatigue of the Press  
Views ' ,  it  had b een contributing an ex�ra £4 0 per 
year to her income . 35 
The Bentley Archives include a report by 
Geraldine Jewsbury on a novel submitted for 
publicat ion by Mrs Hoey in December 1 8 7 1 . 
Entitled Chapter and Verse, the novel struck 
Jewsbury as ' clever ' but ' dry ' , ' not 
entertaining ' .  She complained of too much 
' description ' ,  and a too tangled plot with too 
many ' loose ends . . .  from the Past ' .  Without 
having read the manuscript right through , she 
recommended that Bentley refuse it . 36 Except for 
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the tangled plot , the faults noted by Jewsbury are 
hardly typical of Mrs Hoey ' s  published novels , but 
they can be found in one , The Bl ossoming of an Aloe ,  
which was serialized in late 1 8 74 and published in 
book form , not by Bentley , in 1 8 7 5 . The rej ection 
of the novel by Bentley , with whom she had a 
connexion of several years ' standing , must have been 
a severe blow to Mrs Hoey , at a time when she was 
beginning to establish herself as a novelist . She 
must have been similarly dismayed when , a few years 
later , Chambers rej ected her ' French adventure ' ,  
Piccolo ,  for publication in Chambers ' s  Journal , 
accusing her of ' padding ' ,  and compounding the 
insult with some rather heavy facetiousness . 37 
With an income from her literary labours of 
probably E4 0 0  or more , in addition to what her 
husband earned as a barrister and j ournal ist , and 
as Secretary to the Agent -General for Victor ia , it 
is  not immediately apparent why Mrs Hoey was always 
short of money .  But the remark of  a writer in The 
Author thp.t she was ' generous to a fault ' may 
point to the explanation . Charity is one of the 
cardinal virtues of all her more exemplary 
heroines ,  and her own commitment to it is shown by 
her writings for various charitable causes . The 
dedicat ion of her novel All , or No thing also 
suggests that , as well as  her two daughters ( until 
their marriages in the 1 8 7 0 s ) ,  her household 
included her husband ' s  mother , who died in 1 8 7 8 . 
She probably contributed , in addit ion , to the 
support of her own mother , who did not die until 
1 8 9 0 . After her husband ' s  death , and until her 
own , she continued to provide for a distant 
relative of his who had no real claim on either of 
them . 
Whatever its causes , her relative poverty 
seems to have left her no alternative but to beg 
for any scraps of  work that publishers could spare 
her and to continue slaving away at her desk 
regardless  of personal griefs ( such as those 
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occasioned by the deaths , in 1 8 7 8 , of  both her elder 
daughter and her mother-in-law) and frequent illness  
(headache , flu , eyestrain , fever , depres sion ) .  At  a 
time when her earnings must have been near their 
peak , Bentley twice had to write off money advanced 
to her , under the heading of  ' bad and doubtful 
debts ' ; 38 and Chambers had to threaten her with 
legal action to recover £ 2 0  which she owed him when 
she abruptly stopped contributing to Chambers ' s  
Journa1 . j9 The protracted illnes s  and expens ive 
surgery that preceded her husband ' s  death at the 
beginning of 1 8 9 2  probably delivered the coup de 
grace to their already tottering fortunes .  Later 
in 1 8 9 2  she was voted a C ivil list pension of £ 5 0  
a year . 
As far as I can ascertain Mrs Hoey published 
no more fiction of any consequence after her 
husband ' s  death , and her output of translations ,  
reviews and other j ournalistic pieces gradually 
declined during the 1 8 9 0 s . Her last translation . 
unsigned , appeared in 1 9 0 1 , and apart from 
occasional contributions to The World and her 
' Lady ' s  Letter ' in The Australasian I have found 
nothing that she published after the turn of the 
century . New , revised editions of two of her 
novels ,  Fal sel y True and The Question of Cain , had 
been is sued by Ward and Downey in 18 9 0 , after John 
Cashel Hoey had bought back the copyright from 
Tinsley . Subsequently however � the copyright was 
sold to R . E .  King Ltd when the partnership between 
Ward and Downey was dis solved , and in 1 9 0 0  Mrs 
Hoey had the mortification of seeing King ' s  new 
editions of the two novels  on sale and receiving 
none of the proceeds herself - even though she 
insisted that she and her husband had never 
relinquished the copyright to Downey . 4 0  This  was 
only one of several fiascos arising from her 
efforts to ensure that she would profit by any 
revival of interest in her fiction . In a letter 
to Downey on 1 0  February 1 9 0 0 , after complaining 
angrily because he had sought a second opinion as 
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to the wisdom of  publishing her proposed translation 
of  Balzac ' s  letters , she asserted that his firm had 
prevented her from ' securing [her] novels  from 
ext inct ion , by telling her for years that they were 
considering republishing them . Five days later , on 
her seventieth birthday , she retracted the charge 
to the extent of exonerating Downey from personal 
blame , but for the next few years her letters 
repeatedly take him to task for his dilatoriness : 
in refusing to make a firm decision to republish 
The Blossoming of an Aloe and No Sign , in failing 
to respond to Mrs Hoey ' s subsequent plan to offer A 
House of Cards and No Sign to Collins , and then in 
failing - and apparently being finally unable - to 
produce the plates and unsold copies of the two 
books , for which , along with the copyright , Mrs 
Hoey had paid £30  in 1 9 0 0  and which were supposed 
to be  in Downey ' s  keeping . As  late as August 1 9 04 , 
she overdrew at her bank in order to purchase  the 
copyright , and some plates , moulds , or unsold copies , 
of  three of  her books , A Stern Chase , Our of Court , 
and a Gol den Sorrow . 4 1  But apart from King ' s  ' vile 
edition (withou t a da te ) ' of Fal sel y T:iue and The 
Question of Cain , none of her novels appears to have 
b een reissued after 1 8 9 0  • .  
Consent ing to read a manuscript Downey had been 
s ent by a tyro novelist , she commented ruefully : 
' The faint remembrance of the l ittle bit of success 
I had in the years that are now a dream , make s me 
feel keenly for a woman ' s  failure to get a hearing 
for what has cost the effort implied by the writ ing 
of a novel . ' 42 That was in 1 8 9 5 , when she was 6 5 . 
As  she approached and passed her seventieth 
b irthday , she became increasingly sensitive to the 
disrespectful neglect she felt she suffered at the 
hands of Downey and Co and to the slight s of 
former friends and proteges of hers and her 
husband ' s .  In the latter category , the failure of 
T . P . O ' Connor even to reply to her request for 
work on his new paper T . P .  ' s  Weekl y ,  established 
in 1 9 0 2 , rankled for years . 4 3  
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Mrs Hoey ' s  letter s  to Downey , which ceased three 
years before her death , were written from various 
lodging houses  in London ; from various addresses  in 
Bath , including those  of friends ' houses ; from 
Boulogne or other places  in France ( where she spent 
part of the summers of 1 9 0 0 , 1 9 0 1 , 19 0 3 , and 1 9 04 ) ;  
from the houses of  her younger daughter or other 
members  of her family in Ireland ; and from various 
addresses in Malvern , which she had begun to vis it 
with her husband some time before his death . Part 
of the attraction o f  both Bath and Malvern appears 
to have been their ne ighbour ing Benedictine 
monasteries . Her death took place at Beccles in 
Suffolk on 9 July 1 9 0 8 , but .how long she had resided 
there I have not been able to discover . She was 
buried , according to DNB , in the churchyard o f  the 
Benedict ine church at Little Malvern . The net value 
of her personal estate was E19/4/- . 
( Not e . S ince completing the above account of Mrs Hoey ' s  
life and work , I have come upon e ight manuscript letter s  
she wrote to the novelist and publisher Grant Richards 
during the last three years of her l ife . These show 
that despite continual bouts of illness  she was still 
reviewing books for The World as late as the beginning 
of 1 9 0 8 , the year of her death . The letters , along 
with Richards ' s  letter s  to her , are in The Archives of 
Grant Richards : see below , p . 6 2 .  I have also come 
upon a letter to Mr s Hoey from the publishers Swan 
Sonnensche in and Co . ,  dated 29 September 1 8 99 , 
rej ecting a manuscript by Mrs Hoey entitled Coercion : 
if this was a novel , it presumably indicates that 
Mrs Hoey persevered with fiction for some considerable 
time after the publication of His Match , and More 
[ 1 8 9 0 ] ,  which appears to have been her last published 
novel or novella . The Archives of Swan Sonnenschein 
are also listed on p . 6 2 below . ) 
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NOTES 
1 She recalled the event in an unpublished letter 
to the publisher Edmund Downey , 12  January [ ? 1 9 0 3  
? 19 04 ] . Her letters to Downey are in the National 
Library of Ireland . MSS 1 0 , 0 2 8 , 1-2 . 
2DNB gives 14 Feb 1 8 3 0  as her date of  birth , but 
in a letter to Downey dated 1 5  Feb 1 9 0 0  she states  
that she  had turned 7 0  that day . 
3Before 1 8 6 9  the Hoeys were not listed in the 
London Post Office Directory , presumably because 
they were not ' householders ' until their move to 
Campden Hill Road . The Authors ' Ledgers of  the 
publishers W.  and R.  Chambers - among the Chambers  
Papers on  temporary deposit in  the  National Library 
o f  Scotland ( TD 1 7 0 9 ) - show that Mrs Hoey lived at 
18 Denb igh Street , Pimlico from Jan 1 8 6 5  to July 
1 8 6 7 ,  at various other lodgings from Jan 1 8 6 8  to the 
end of May 1 8 6 8 , and at Campden Hill Road from some 
t ime in June 1 8 6 8 . 
4Letter to Downey , undated . 
5Her lett�rs to Downey ( 1 8 8 7 - 19 0 5 ) and to the 
publisher Bentley ( 1 8 7 1- [ ? 1 894] ) are often dated 
from French addres ses , as  i s  her ' Lady ' s  Letter ' 
in the Australasian ( 1 8 7 3- [? 19 0 8] ) . 
6The fatalism of  the sensation novel was denounced 
in a controversial lecture by the Archbishop of 
York . See the Times , 4 Nov 1 8 64 , p . 6 .  
7 In my b ibliography of  Edmund Yates , I refer to 
only two accounts by Escott : in his books Masters 
of Engl ish Journali sm ( 19 11 )  and Anthony Trollope 
( 19 1 3 ) . I have s ince come acro s s  a third : in his 
Great Vi ctorians ( 1 9 16 ) ,  p .  347 . 
8Letters to Downey , 30  June and 7 July 1 894 . 
9Letter to Downey , postmarked 1 3  Sep [ ? 1 9 00 ] .  
1 0 Letter s  t o  Downey , 1 3  Nov [ ? 1 9 0 0 ]  and 5 Feb 
[ ? 1 9 0 1 ] . 
1 1 Letter to Downey , 1 3  Nov [ ? 1 9 0 0 ] . 
1 2 Letters to Downey , 5 Feb [ ? 1 9 0 1 ] ,  4 Jan 1 9 0 1 , and 
undated [second half of 1 9 0 2 ]. 
1 3 Twenty Years Ago , p . 46 .  
14 Letter to Downey , undated [ ? Feb 19 0 5 ] . 
32  
1 5 E . A .  Baker , who wrote an introduction to the 19 04 
reprint , said nothing about Mrs Hoey ' s  suppo sed 
j oint-authorship of the novel . 
1 6 Letter to Downey , 1 3  Sep [? 1900] . 
17 Tinsley ' s Recol lections were not widely noticed , 
and few of the notices commented on his  charges 
against Yates  and Mrs Hoey . One that did  -
sceptically - appeared in the Pall Mal l Gazette , 
31 Oct 1 9 0 0 , p . 1 ,  over the signature ' W . F . W . ' .  
Among other embarrassing questions it asked why , 
if Mrs Hoey could write ' remunerative "Yates '" , she 
could only write ' unsuccessful "Hoey" ' .  A more 
guarded reference to the matter occurs at the end 
of the Spectator review of Tinsley ' s book ( 1 7 Nov 
1 9 0 0 , p .  7 1 8 ) :  ' He who sells an old book as a new 
one ; he who undertake s a collaboration ,  leaves the 
whole of  the work to his partner , but lets his sole 
name appear on the t itle page ; and he who takes 
money - for work that he never performs are "rogues 
in grain" . '  It  was natural that the Spectator 
should condemn Yates  and side with Mrs Hoey , who 
until recently had been on its own staff .  
l8 some Victorian Women , p . 9 .  
19 on 8 Apr 1 8 7 1  Mrs Hoey wrote to George Bentley ,  
publisher o f Temple Bar : ' Strictly private . /  My 
dear Mr .  Bentley , / I am go1ng to Paris , on a 
mis sion for a friend o f  mine - to rescue papers of 
immense importance . No one in the world knows I 
am going . I shall [ ? contrive] to see a good deal . 
Keep a little space in Temple Bar for May , but do 
not tell any one by whom it i s  filled . ' ( Mrs 
Hoey ' s  underlining ) Articles on the Paris commune 
by Mrs Hoey did subsequently appear in the 
Spectator and Saint Pauls ,  but none in Temple Bar . 
20 Trollope , The Cl averings ( 18 6 7 ) .  
21 Trollope , An A utobiography ( 18 8 3 ) . World ' s  
Classics  paperback edit ion , 1 9 8 0 , p . 15 6 . 
22 C f .  ' A  Lady ' s  Letter from London ' , The 
Australasian , 5 Sep 1 9 0 3 , p . 5 5 8 .  
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2 3 Letter from T . P .  O ' Connor to John Cashel Hoey , 
undated ( Nat ional Library o f  Ireland , MSS  1 0 , 0 28 ) . 
Vol 4 of The Cabinet of Irish Literature , camp . 
O ' Connor and Charles A .  Read , appeared in 1 8 8 2 . It 
includes an extract from Mrs Hoey ' s  story No Sign . 
24 The eight letters , written July-Aug 1 9 04 , are 
among the Ro sa Praed papers in the Oxley Memorial 
Library , Brisbane . 
25 Letter dated 14 Mar 1 8 7 9 . BM Add . ms . 4 39 1 0 , 
f .  2 6 1 . 
26 In the Wellesley Index to Victorian Periodicals , 
val 2 ,  the article is  attributed to Mrs Hoey only 
conj ectur�lly , but the case  for believing it hers 
is greatly strengthened by the close , and broad , 
familiarity with Trollope ' s  work that she shows in 
her novels .  
27 I  have not found serializations of  Fal sel y True 
( 1 8 7 0 ) or Out of Court ( 18 74 ) .  
28 tinsley , Random Recollections , p . 141 . 
29 For the serializat ion o f  A Golden Sorrow in 
Chambers ' s  Journal ( 2 1 instalments )  she received a 
total of £ 1 8 5 / 1 5/ - . For The Blossoming of an Aloe 
also in Chambers ' s  ( 1 8 instalments ) ,  she received 
£ 1 34/ 1 7 / - . ' CEJ Authors ' Ledgers ' ,  Chambers Papers . 
30 The Archi ves of Richard Bentley and Son . British 
Library . Microfilm , Cambridge : Chadwyck-Healey , 
1 9 7 6 , Part 1 ,  Reels 1-2 . ' CEJ Authors ' Ledgers ' ,  
Chambers Papers . 
31 Bentley Archives . British Library . Microfilm , 
Part 1 ,  Reel 4 1 . 
32 The Au thor , 2 ( Jan 1 8 9 2 ) : 248 . 
33 see below , V . ii ,  BOOKS . . .  ' REVISED ' BY FCH . 
34 I am grateful to the archivist o f  the Spectator 
for allowing me to consult the Record . 
35 Letter to Downey , 1 3  Aug 1 9 0 2 . See also below , 
VI , JOURNALISM , for details o f  Mrs Hoey ' s  income 
from her contributions to Chambers ' s  Journal , 
1 8 6 5 - 7 5 . 
36 Bentley Archives .  British Library . Part 1 ,  
Reel 4 8 . 
37 ' Letter Book 1 8 74- 6 ' ,  p . 1 5 7 . Chambers Papers . 
34 
38 Bentley Archives . · British Library , Microfilm , 
Part 1 ,  Reel 2 .  Author ' s  Ledger , vol 5 ,  p . 4 6 .  
39 Mrs Ho ey ceased contributing regularly to 
Chambers ' s  in late 1 8 74 . In Dec 18 74 Chambers  
rej ected her review of Dr . Livingstone ' s  Last 
Journal and in Mar 1 8 7 5  both her novel , Piccol o ,  
and her review o f  On the Shores of Zuider Zee (by 
Henry Havard ) .  In his letter rej ecting the latter 
he referred disapprovingly to her refusal to 
' sanction editorial revisal ' ,  which all editors 
reserve ' the power of exercis ing ' .  No doubt Mrs 
Hoey began to feel discouraged . At any rate , 
requests from Chambers for further contributions 
in July and Oct 1 8 7 5  elicited only one ' digest ' of 
a travel-book ( published in the j ournal on 23 Oct 
18 7 5 ) .  On 17 Nov 1 8 7 6  Chambers wrote to Mrs Hoey 
demanding either repayment of £20  he had advanced 
Mrs Hoey or further contributions in l ieu . He 
acknowledged receipt of the £20 on 2 8  March 1 8 7 7 . 
( Chambers Papers , Letter Books , 1 874-6  and 1 8 7 7 - 9 1 . )  
40 Letters to Downey ( 2 ) , undated [ ?early 1 9 0 0 ] . 
41 Letter to Downey , 8 Aug 1 9 04 .  
42 Letter to Downey , 1 1  May 1 8 9 5 . 
43 Letters to Downey , 1 9 02 - 5 , passim . 
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I NOVELS 
A House of Cards 
1 Ser ialized : Tinsley ' s  Magazine , 2 ( Mar 1 8 6 8 ) -
4 ( Feb 1 8 6 9 ) .  
2 First ed . A House of Cards/ A Novel . /  By/ 
Mrs . Cashel Hoey . /1 London : Tinsley 
Brother s , 1 8 6 8 . [Dedicated to ' My dear 
father , by whom it was suggested ' . ] 
3 New ed . 1 vol . ' Select Library of Fict ion ' .  
Chapman and Hall , [ 1 8 7 1 ] . [In a letter 
Mrs Hoey stat e s  that she ' had to compress  
the story ' for this  edition . ]  
Fal sel y True 
4 F irst ed . Fal sel y True . /  A Novel. / By/ Mrs . 
Cashel Hoey , /  Author of ' A  House of Cards , '  
etc . etc . / ' Hi s  honour, rooted in dishonour 
stbod; /  And fai th, unfai thful , kept him 
fal sel y true . ' // 3 vols . London : Tinsley 
Brothers ,  1 87 0 .  [Dedicated to James Payn . ] 
5 New and revised ed . 1 vol . Ward and Downey , 
1 8 9 0 .  [ ' This story ( first published in 
18 7 0 )  is dedicated to James Payn . ' The 
revisions consist chiefly of excis ions of 
passages of description and authorial 
moralizing , but the ending is changed -
decidedly for the better - by the omission 
of a final four-page section sketching the 
state of affairs s ix years after the 
conclusion of the main action . A number 
of minor corrections are also made . ]  
6 New ed . 1 vol .  ' The Imperial Library ' ,  
' The Sun Dial Library ' .  R . E .  King Ltd , 
[? 1 9 01 ] . [Not sighted . Referred to in an 
undated letter from Mrs Hoey to Edmund 
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Downey . L isted in English Catalogue of 
Books , 1 9 01 - 5 . ]  
A Gol den Sorrow 
Serialized : Chambers ' s  Journal , 6 Jan 1 8 7 2 -
2 5  May 1 8 7 2 . [ ' By the author of A House 
of Cards ' . ] 
F irst ed . A Gol den Sorrow . /  By/ Mrs . Cashel 
Hoey , /  Author of/ 'A House of Cards , '  
' Fal sel y  True , ' /  etc . etc . /  ' I  swear , ' ti s  
better t o  b e  l owl y. born , /  And range wi th 
humble livers in content , /  Than to be 
perked up in a gl istering gri ef, /  And 
wear a gol den sorrow. ' I  King Henry the 
Eighth . // 3 vols . London : Hurst and 
Blackett , 1 87 2 . [Dedicated , 
' affectionately ' ,  to Jean Ingelow . ] 
2 vols . Leipzig , 1 8 72 . 
New ed . 1 vol .  Sampson , Low , 1 88 0 .  
The Blossoming of an Aloe and The Queen ' s  Token 
1 1  Ser ialized : The Blossoming of an Al oe ,  
Chambers ' s  Journal , 2 9  Aug 1 8 74- 2 6  Dec 
1 87 4 . 
The Queen ' s  Token , London 
Society ,  2 5 ( May 1 8 74 ) - 2 6  ( Sep 1 8 74 ) . 
12  First ed . The Blossoming of an  �loe/ And/ 
The Queen ' s  Token . /  By/ Mrs . Cashel Hoey , /  
Author of/ ' Ou t  of Court , '  ' A  Golden 
Sorrow, '/ etc . etc . I I 3 vol s . London : 
Hurst and Blackett , 1 87 5 . [On verso of 
title page : " ' She was of those  who are 
content to wait for the blossoming of an 
aloe ; and who do not weary of the 
hundred year s . "  - From Birth to Bri dal . '  
Dedicat ion : ' These stories are dedicated 
to my Mother . 1 ] 
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1 3  New ed . The Blossoming of an Aloe . 1 vol . 
' The Country House Library . No . 3 . ' 
' Select Library of Fict ion . ' Ward , Lock , 
and Tyler , [ 18 7 6] .  
14  New ed . The Queen ' s  Token . 1 vol . Spencer 
Blackett , 1 8 8 9 .  [Not s ighted . ]  
Out of Court 
1 5  F irst ed . Out of Court . /  By/ Mrs . Cashel 
Hoey , /  Author of/ 'A Gol den Sorrow, ' 'A 
House of Cards , ' / 'Buried in the Deep , ' 
etc . etc . /  ' The Gospel checks the law 
which throws the stone . ' II 3 vol s . 
London : Hurst and Blackett , 1 874 . 
[Dedicated to the Hon . S ir Charles  Gavan 
Duffy . ] 
1 6  New ed . 1 vol . ' Low ' s Standard Novels ' .  
Sampson Low , n . d .  [Not s ighted . Listed 
in English Catalogue of Books , 1 8 8 1 - 9 . ] 
Griffith ' s  Doubl e  
f 
1 7  Serial ized : All the Year Round , 4 Dec 1 8 7 5 -
5 Aug 1 8 7 6 . 
1 8  Serialized : The Austral asian ( Melbourn e ) , 
8 Jan 1 8 7 6- 2 0  Jan 1 8 7 7 . 
1 9  First ed . Griffith ' s Doubl e . /  By/ Mrs . 
Cashel Hoey , /  Author of/ "A Gol den Sorrow, " 
"Out of Court , " /  " The Blossoming of an 
Aloe , "/ etc . etc . // 3 vols . London : Hur st 
and Blackett ,  18 7 6 . [Dedicated to ' My 
Daughter and Her Husband ' . ] 
All , or Nothing 
20 Ser ialized : Al l the Year Round , 1 3  July 
1 8 7 8- 8  Mar 1 8 7 9 . 
2 1  First ed . Al l ,  o r  Nothing . /  By/ Mrs . Cashel 
Hoey/ Author of/ ' Griffith ' s  Double, ' 'A  
Gol d en Sorrow, 'I  ' The Blossoming of an 
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Aloe , ' /  etc . , etc . /  ' Thou shalt have no 
other gods but Me . ' II 3 vol s . London : 
Hurst and Blackett , 1 87 9 . [Dedicat ion : 
' This story i s  dedicated to the beloved 
and honoured memory of My Husband ' s  Mother , 
who , for twenty year s , was my most constant 
reader and most gentle cr itic ; and who , to 
the end , found some slight solace for pain 
in its pages . May she rest in peace . ' ]  
22 New ed . 1 vol . Spencer Blackett , 1 8 8 8 . 
[Not sighted . ]  
2 3  New ed . 1 vol . ' Sun Dial Library ' .  R . E . 
King Ltd , [?----] . [Not s ighted . Listed 
in Engli sh Catalogue of Books , 1 9 0 1 - 5 . ]  
The Question of Cain 
24 Serialized : All the Year Round , 26 Mar 1 8 81-
1 0  Dec  1 8 8 2 . 
25 First ed . The Ques tion of Cain/ By/ Mrs . 
Cashel Hoey/ Author of/ 'A  Gol den Sorrow, ' 
'All or Nothing , ' /  ' The Blossoming of an 
Aloe , ' /  etc . , etc . /  'Am I my Brother ' s  
Keeper? ' // 3 vol s . London : Hurst and 
Blackett , 1 88 2 . [Dedicated to S ir John 
Pope Hennessy , Governor of Hong Kong . ]  
26 New and revised ed . 1 vol . Ward and Downey , 
1 8 9 0 . [The revision includes a number of 
corrections ,_ stylistic improvements , 
compression s , and deletions .  The t itle of 
the last chapter i s  changed from ' The Next 
of Kin ' to ' Helen ' s  Inheritance ' ,  and the 
chapter itself is substantially rewr itten , 
chiefly with the obj ect of removing some 
of the more absurd romantic improbab ilities  
that mark the denouement . ]  
27 New ed . 1 val . ' The Imperial Library ' .  
R . E .  King Ltd , [ ? 1 9 00] . [Not s ighted . 
Referred to in letters  from Mrs Hoey to 
Edmund Downey . ]  
39  
The Lover ' s  Creed 
2 8  Serialized : Bel gravi a ,  5 2 ( Jan 1 8 84 ) - 5 5  ( Dec 
1 8 84 ) 
2 9  First ed . The Lover ' s  Creed/ A Novel / By/ 
Mrs . Cashel Hoeyj Author of/ ' The Question 
of Cain ' ' The Blossoming of an Aloe ' ' No 
Si gn ' etc . /  ' One, and One Onl y ,  Is the 
Lover ' s  Creed ' /  Ol i ver Wendell Balmes// 
3 vols . London : Chatto and Windus , 1 8 8 4 . 
[Dedicated to the Right Hon Hugh Culling 
Eardley Childer s , Chancellor of the 
Exchequer . 1 2  illustrations , by P .  Macnab . ]  
3 0  U . S .  ed . N . Y . : Harper , 1 8 8 4 . 
3 1  U . S .  ed . N . Y . : G .  Munro , 1 8 84 . 
A Stern Chase 
3 2  Serial ized : All the Year Round , 2 9  Aug 1 8 8 5-
1 May 1 8 8 6 . 
3 3  First ed . A Stern Chase . /  A Novel . /  By/ Mrs . 
Ca9hel Hoey , /  Author of ' The Lover ' s  Creed , ' /  
' The Question of Cain , ' ' A  Gol den Sorrow, ' 
etc . /  ' A  s tern chase i s  a l ong chase . ' II 
3 vol s . London : Sampson Low , Marston , etc . , 
1 8 8 6 .  [Dedicated t o  Robert Murray Smith , 
Agent General for Victoria . ] 
34  New ed . 1 vol . Sampson Low , 1 8 8 8 . [This 
3 5  
edit ion i s  ' revised ' t o  t h e  extent o f  some 
minor correct ion s , stylistic changes -
chiefly compr e s s ions - and a few brief 
deletions . ]  
His Match , and More 
His Ma tch, and More . Published as  Summer 
Number of Household Words , 2 6  June 1 8 9 0 . 
[Not s ighted . ]  
4 0  
I I  OTHER BOOKS 
36  First ed . Na zareth . /  By/ Mrs . Cashel Hoey . /  
Wi th a Preface/ B y  the Rev . W .  Humphrey , /  
Of the Congrega tion o f  the Obla tes o f  St . 
Charles . // 1 vol . London : Burns and 
Oates , 1 8 7 3 . [On verso of title page , a 
' Nihil obstat ' granted by Franci s  Wyndham , 
censor depu ta tus of the Congregation of the 
Oblates of St Charles1 and the ' Imprimatur ' of 
Henry Edward [Manning] ,  Archbishop of 
Westminster . The book is an account , 7 9pp . 
long , of the ' charitable labours of the 
religious ladies of Nazareth [i . e .  the 
Congregation of Nazareth , a French order ] for 
the spiritual and moral welfare of the women 
of Galilee ' .  It cons ists of translations , 
from the French , of letters addres sed by one 
of the ladies to her pupils in France . ]  
I I I  SHORTER FICTION 
37 ' Buried in the Deep ' , Chambers ' s  Journal , 4 
Feb-25  Feb 1 86 5 . [Uns igned . Probably Mrs 
Hoey ' s  first published work of  fiction . A 
sensational novella in four chapters . ]  
3 8  ' 5 7 Chandos Street , S . W . ' ,  Chambers ' s  
Journa l , 1 6 - 2 3  Sep 1 8 6 5 . [Unsigned . A 
half-hearted sensation story , in two parts . ]  
39  ' A  Shot in  the Scrub ' , Chambers ' s  Journal , 19-
26  Jan 1 8 6 7 . [Unsigned . A rather 
unconvincing tale of bushrangers in Tasmania ; 
in two parts . ]  
4 0  ' ' The He iress  o f  Moate ' ,  Temple Bar , 1 9 ( Mar 
1 8 6 7 ) : 49 3- 5 1 9 . [ ' By the Author of the " Iron 
Casket " . ' Signed at end : ' Frances  Cashel 
4 1  
Hoey . 1 Presumably ' The Iron Casket ' was a 
short story or novella : I have not found 
it . ]  
4 1  ' The Mystery of  Pegwell Place ' ,  Chambers ' s  
Journal , 4- 2 5  Apr 1 8 68 . [Unsigned . 
Another mildly sensational novella ; in four 
part s ( but five chapters ) . ]  
4 2  ' The Brown Lady ' , Bel gravi a ,  8 ( Mar-Apr 1 8 69 ) : 
5 3- 6 9 , 1 9 7 - 2 1 9 . [ ' By Mrs .  Cashel Hoey , 
Author of "A House of Cards , "  "The Iron 
Casket , " etc . ' ]  
4 3  ' Robert s ' s  Capital Hit ' , Chambers ' s  Journal , 
3-17  July 1 8 6 9 . [Unsigned . In three parts . ]  
44 ' A  Modern Vendetta ' ,  Templ e Bar , 30 ( Nov 1 8 7 0 ) : 
4 71-489 ) .  [Unsigned . ]  
4 5  Buri ed i n  the Deep , and Other Tal es [ ?  ] :  
[? Smith and Son] , [ ? 1 8 7 1 ] .  [Not s ighted . 
Not in BM Cat . A Letter from W .  & R .  
Chambers t o  FCH , dated 8 June 1 8 7 1 , gave 
Smith and Son permission to republish stories 
which had previously appeared in Chambers ' s 
Journal ( W .  & R .  Chambers pap ers ,  ' Letter 
Book 1 8 6 8 - 8 3 ' ,  p . 1 5 3 ) . Smith may have been 
a Dublin or provincial publisher . ] 
4 6  New ed . London : Chapman and Hall , 1 8 7 3 . [Not 
sighted . Not in BM Cat . The book is listed 
in ECB and was reviewed in the Spectator , 8 
Feb 1 8 7 3 ,  p . 1 8 4 . The new ed . ,  but not any 
first ed . , is mentioned among FCH ' s  books in 
her entry in Who Was Who . The title story 
was reprinted from Chambers ' s  Journal ( see 
item 37 , above ) .  Two other stories named in 
the Spectator review are ' A  Shot in the 
Scrub ' (also rpt . from Chambers ' s  Journal ) 
and ' Dulcie ' s  Delusion ' • ] 
4 7  ' The Story o f  Burton ' s  Loan ' , Chambers ' s  
Journal , 14-2 1  Feb 1 8 74 . [Unsigned . In two 
parts . ]  
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4 8  No Sign , /  and Other Tales . /  By/ Mrs . Cashel 
Hoey , /  Author of/ ' The Blossoming of an 
Aloe , ' 'A Gol den Sorrow, ' etc . // ' The 
Country House Library . No . 5 . ' 1 vol . 
London : Ward , Lock , and Tyler , [1 8 7 6 ] . 
[Dedicated to Mr s  John Aloysius Blake . 
Content s :  ' Only an Episode ' ( rpt . from 
New Quarterl y Magazine , 4 , Apr 1 8 75 ) ; 
' Dark Cybel ' ( rpt . from ibi d ,  4 ,  July 
1 8 7 5 ) ;  ' No Sign ' (rpt .  from ibi d , 5 , 0ct 
1 8 7 5 r. J 
49  ' Kate Cronin ' s  Dowry ' ,  New Quarterl y 
Magazine , 7 ( Jan 1 8 7 7 ) : 472- 5 01 .  [Signed . ]  
5 0  N . Y . : Harper & Bros . ,  1 8 7 7 . 
[Not sighted . Listed in L of C Cat . ] 
5 1  ' From the Cliff ' s Edge ' , All the Year Round , 
Extra Summer Number , 2 July 1 8 7 7 , pp . 3 6-4 5 . 
[Signed . ]  
5 2  ' Ralph Craven ' s  Silver Whistle ' , i n  Wi t and 
Pleasure : Seven Tales by Seven Authors . 
1 vol . Seven illustrations . London : 
Virtue , 1 8 7 7 , pp . 7 9- 1 1 2 . [Signed . This 
story , a semi-historical pomance ,  is  set 
in Ireland . ] 
5 3  ' Esau ' s Cho ice ' ,  New Quarterl y Magazine , 9 
( Jan 1 8 78 ) : 2 9 9 - 32 3 .  [Signed . ]  
54 ' Proctor ' s  Cas e ' ,  All the Year Round , Extra 
Summer Number , 1 July 1 8 7 8 , pp . '5 2 - 64 .  
[Signed . ]  
5 5  ' Pompey ' s  Peril ' .  London : Society for the 
Protection of Animals from Vivisect ion , 
[ ? 1 8 8 3] . [Not sighted . Reviewed in the 
Spectator , 5 6  ( 3  Feb 1 8 8 3 ) : 1 58- 9 ,  where it 
is described as having been ' wr itten for 
the Zoophilist ' . ] 
5 6  ' A  Case of Delusion ' ,  All the Year Round , 
Extra Summer Number , 1 7  June 1 88 9 ,  pp . i- 1 2 . 
[Signed . ] 
4 3  
5 7  1 The Damaris Cot 1 ,  in In a Good Ca use ; a 
Coll ection of Stori es . [Souvenir 
of a performance given on Thurs , 3 May 
1 9 0 0 , in aid of Mr Punch ' s  fund for the 
Ho spital for Sick Children , Great Ormond 
Street . Not sighted . ]  
IV CONTRIBUT IONS TO BOOKS 
58  ' Philanthropic Work of Women in  British 
Colonies and the East ' , in Woman ' s  
Mission; a Series of Congress Papers on 
the Philanthropic Work of Women , by 
Eminent Writers , ed . the Baroness 
Burdett-Coutts . London : Sampson Low , 
1 8 9 3 , pp . 3 34- 3 6 0 . [A factual account , 
based mainly on reports  by government 
departments and r eligious bodies -
Anglican and Roman Catholic - and 
dealing chiefly with the Australian 
col�nies , e specially Victoria . ]  
5 9  Carleton , William . The Life of William 
Carl eton : Being His Autobiography and 
Letters ;  and an Account of Hi s Life and 
Writings , from the Point at Which the 
Autobiography Breaks Off, by David J .  
O ' Donoghue . ' With an Introduction by 
Mrs Cashel Hoey . ' 2 vols . London : 
Downey & Co . ,  1 8 9 6 . [Mrs  Hoey ' s  
Introduction occupies  nearly 5 0pp . ]  
44  
V BOOKS TRANSLATED OR ' REVISED ' BY FCH 
i Translations 
6 0  [Anon . ]  The Life of Madame de la 
Rochefouca ul d ,  Duchesse de Doudeauville,  
Foundress of the Society of Na zareth . 
' Translated from French by Mrs . Cashel 
Hoey , Author of "Nazareth , "  etc . etc . 1 
1 vol . London : Burns and Oate s ,  1 8 7 8 . 
[ ' The Engli sh Version of this Book I s  
Inscribed t o  The beloved Memory o f  
Charlotte Murray Stewart , Child of Mary 
of Nazareth . '  Charlotte Stewart was 
presumably one of Mrs Hoey ' s  two 
daughters by her first marriage . ]  
6 1  [Anon . ]  Wha t Might Have Been . ' From the 
French by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . ' 1 vol . 
London : Burns and Oates , 1 8 8 1 . [It is 
j ust conceivable that this novel , a 
heavily pious tale set mainly in t he 
per iod between the Franco-Pruss ian war 
and the Paris  commune , is  not really a 
translation but an or iginal work by Mrs 
Hoey her self . ]  
62  B iart , Lucien . An Invol untary Voyage . 
' Translated by Mrs . Cashel Hoey and Mr . 
John Lillie . '  1 vol . London : . Samp son 
Low , Marston , etc . , 1 8 8 0 . 
6 3  The Cl ients o f  Doctor 
Bernagius . ' ' From the French of M .  Lucien 
Biart by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . ' 1 vol . 
London : Sampson Low , Marston , etc . , 1 88 1 .  
[With a preface by ' The Translator ' ,  pp . 
iii-vi . ]  
64 Bourgeois , Emile . The Century of Louis 
XIV; Its Arts - Its Ideas . ' From the 
French of Emile Bourgeois , Lecturer at , 
the Ecole Normale Superieure ,  of Paris ,  
4 5  
by Mrs .  Cashel Hoey . 1 1 vol . London : 
Samp son Low , Marston , n . d .  [ ? 1 8 9 6 ] . 
6 5  Bourget , Paul . Andre Cornelis . ' Translated 
from the French of Paul Bourget by Mrs .  
Cashel Hoey . . . .  ' 1 vol . London : 
Spencer Blackett , n . d .  [ ? 1 88 8] . 
6 6  Broglie , Due de . Frederick the Great and 
Maria Theresa . From Hitherto Unpubl ished 
Documents . 1 74 0- 1 7 4 2 . ' From the French 
by Mrs .  Cashel Hoey and Mr . John Lillie . 1 
2 vols . London : Sampson Low , Marston , etc . ,  
18 8 3 .  
6 6  Celieres , Paul . The Startling Exploits of 
Dr . J . B .  Quies . ' From the French of Paul 
Ci§lieres by Mrs . Cashel Hoey and Mr . John 
Lillie . '  1 vol . London : Samp son Low , 1 88 6 .  
6 7  Challamel , Augustin . The History of Fashion 
in France; or , The Dress of Women from the 
Gallo-Roman Period to the Present Time . 
' From the French of M .  Augustin Challamel 
by Mrs . Cashel Hoey and Mr . John Lillie . '  
1 vol . London : Sampson Low , Marston , etc . , 
1 8 8 2 . 
6 8  Champfleury , M .  ( p seud . o f  Jules Fran�ois 
Fleury-Hus son ) .  The Cat Past  and Present . 
' From the French o f  M .  Champfleury with 
Supplementary Note s  by Mrs .  Cashel Hoey . ' 
1 vol . London : George Bell , 1 8 8 5 . [Opens 
with ' A  Few Words to the Reader ' ,  signed 
1Frances Cashel Hoey . September 1 8 84 ' ,  in 
which Mrs Hoey m ,entions her own ' home 
circle '  of cat s - ' the cats , in fact , to 
whom we belong ' . ]  
6 9  Claretie , Jules . Camille  Desmoulins and 
His Wife ; Passages from the History of 
the Dantonists , Founded upon New and 
Hitherto Unpublished Documents . 
' Translated from the French of Jules 
Claretie by Mrs . Cashel Hoey ' . 1 vol . 
4 6  
London : Smith , Elder , 1 8 7 6 . 
7 0  Daudet ,  Ernest . Rafael , a Romance of the 
History of Spain . ' From the French of M .  
Ernest Daudet by Mrs .  Cashel Hoey . ' 1 val . 
London : Sampson Low , Marston , etc . , 1 8 9 6 . 
7 1  Erckmann[Emile]-Chatrian[P ierre Alexandre] , 
MM . The Outbreak of the Great French 
Revol ution , Rel ated by a Peasant of 
Lorraine . ' Translated by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . 1 
3 vols . London : Bentley , 1 8 7 1 . 
7 2  Figuier , L .  The Day after Death, or,  Our 
Fu ture Life according to Science . 
Translated from the French of  Louis Figuier . 
1 val . London : Bentley , 1 8 7 2 . [No 
translator ' s  name appears on the t itle page , 
but FCH is  identified as the translator in 
the Bentley Archives and Publicat ions Lists . 
The original t itle was Le Lendemain de la 
Mort . · The work was slightly abridged in 
translation . ]  
7 3 Fleury , Maurice de . Medicine and the Mind . 
( La Medecine de l ' esprit . ) . ' Translated 
. . . by S .  B .  Collins , M . D . ' London : Downey 
and Co . , 1 9 0 0 . [Mrs  Hoey ' s  name was 
omitted from the title page at her own 
request , but her correspondence with Downey 
reveals that she was j oint-translator ; her 
colleague ( Dr Stacy Collins ) was  apparently 
less proficient in French than ' in medicine . ]  
74 Fleury , Maurice de . The Criminal Mind . From 
the French . London : Downey and Co . ,  1 9 01 . 
[Mrs  Hoey ' s  name does not appear as  
translator , but her correspondence with 
Downey reveals that she did translate the 
work - first published in French in 1 8 9 8 . ]  
7 5  Gaulot , Paul . A Friend o f  the Queen (Marie 
Antoinette - Count de Fersen) . ' From the 
French of Paul Gaulot by Mrs .  Cashel Hoey . ' 
2 vols . London : Heinemann , 1 8 94 . 
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7 6  Goblet , Eugene ( Comte d ' Alviella ) . Sahara 
and Lapland . Travel s in the African Desert 
and the Polar �'/orld .  ' Translated from the 
French by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . '  1 vol . 
London : Asher & Co . ,  1 8 74 . 
7 7  Havard , Henry . The Heart of Holland . 
' Translated by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . ' 1 vol . 
London : Bentley , 1 8 8 0 . 
7 8  D ' Hericault , Charles . 1 79 4 . A Tal e of the 
Terror . ' From the French of M .  Charles 
D '  Her icaul t by Mrs.. Cashel Hoey . ' 1 vol . 
Dubl in : M . H .  Gill , 1 8 84 . [A preface by 
Mrs Hoey , pp . v- ix ,  indicates that the 
French title of the book was Les Aventures 
de deux Parisiennes pendant la Terreur . 
It s author , Mrs Hoey says , ' holds a high 
rank among contemporary French writers ' . ] 
7 9  Humbert , Aime . Japan and the Japanese . 
' Translated by Mrs .  Cashel Hoey and Edited 
by H . W .  Bates . '  1 vol . London : Bentley , 
1 8 74 . 
I 
8 0  Leno ir , Paul . The Fayoun , or Artists in 
Egypt . 1 vol .  London : Henry S .  King , 18 7 3 .  
[Mrs Hoey i s  identified a s  the translator in 
the publisher ' s  list at the end of the 
volume ( p .  3 ) ,  but her name does not appear 
on the title page . ]  
8 1 de Melito , Count Miot . Memoirs of Count Miot 
de Melito , Councill or of State ,  and Member 
of the Institute of France ,  between the 
Years 1 78 8  and 1 81 5 ,  edited by General 
Fle ischmann . ' From the French by Mrs . 
Cashel Hoey and Mr . John Lillie . '  2 vols . 
London : Sampson Low , Marston , etc . , 1 8 8 1 . 
8 2  Neukomm , Edmond . Tamers of the Sea ; the 
Northmen in America from the Tenth to the 
Fifteenth Century . ' From the French of M .  
Edmond Neukomm by Mrs .  Cashel Hoey . ' 1 vol . 
London : Sampson Low , 1 8 9 7 . 
4 8  
8 3  Ohnet , Georges .  Dr . Ramea u .  
Mr s .  Cashel Hoey . ' 1 val .  
and Windus , 1 8 8 9 .  
' Translated by 
London : Chatto 
84 Plan , Eugene . Thorval dsen ;  Hi s Li fe a n d  Works . 
' Translated by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . 1 1 val . 
London : Bentley , 1 8 74 . 
8 5  Rabbe , Felix . Sh el l e y ,  the Man and the Poe t . 
From the French .  2 vols . London : Ward and 
Downey , 1 8 8 8 . [FCH ' s  name does not appear 
on the title-page . The translation is  
attributed to  her by J . F . Kirk ( Supplement 
to A l l i bone ' s  Cri tical Di c t i ona ry . . .  ) . ]  
8 6  de Remusat , Mme . Memoirs of Madame de 
Remu sa t .  1 8 0 2 - 1 8 0 8 . Publi shed by Her 
Grandson , M. Pa ul de R�musa t .  ' Translated 
from the French by Mrs . Cashel Hoey and Mr . 
John Lillie . '  2 vols . London : Sampson Low , 
1 8 8 0 . 
8 7  New ed . 1 val . Sampson Low , 
[? 1 8 9 5 ] . [The British Library copy is  
stamped 1 8 9 5 , but the book was printed in 
America , ' Copyright 1 8 7 9 , by D .  Appleton & 
Co . ' . ] 
8 8  A Sel ec t i on from th e Let ters of 
Mme . de Remusa t to Her Husband and Son , 
from 1 8 04 to 1 8 1 3 .  ' From the French by 
Mrs . Cashel Hoey and Mr . John Lillie . '  
London : Sampson Low , 1 8 8 1 . 
8 9  Robida , A .  Yes ter-year; Ten Cen t uri e s  of 
Toi l e t te . ' From the French of A .  Robida 
by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . ' 1 vol . London : 
Sampson Low , 1 8 92 . 
9 0  Simon , Jules . The Governmen t of M .  Thi ers 
from 8 th February 1 8 71 to 2 4 th Ma y 1 8 7 3 .  
From the French . 2 vols . London : Sampson 
Low , 1 8 7 9 . [FCH ' s  name does not appear on 
the title-page . The translation is  
attributed to her in Mary Furlong and 
Douglas Hyde , eds . , Iri sh Li tera t ure , 4 : 1 5 7 8 . ]  
4 9  
9 1  [Talleyrand . ]  The Correspondence o f  Pri nce 
Ta l l e yrand a nd King Lou i s  XVIII during the 
Congress of Vi enna . • • .  ' With a Preface , 
Observations , and Notes by M . G .  Pallain . '  
9 2  
2 vols . London : Bentley , 18 81 . [No 
translatol' ' s name appears on the title -page , 
but the Bentley Archives and Publications 
List indicatesthat FCH translated the first 
volume and Mrs M . C . M .  S impson (nee Senior ) 
the second . See  INTRODUCTION , above . ] 
Verne , Jules . For the Fl a g .  ' From the 
of Jules Verne by Mrs . Cashel Hoey . 1 
London : Sampson Low , 1 8 9 7 . 
French 
1 vol . 
9 3  An An tarc t i c  Mystery . ' Translated 
by Mrs Cashel Hoey . ' 1 vol . London : Sampson 
Low , 1 8 9 8 , 
ii  ' Revisions ' 
94 Corvin[�Wiersbit zki ] , Colonel Otto . In France 
wi th the Germans . 2 vols . London : Bentley , 
1 8 7 2 . FCH ' s  name doe s  not appear on the 
t itle-page , but the Author ' s  Ledgers among 
the Bentley Archives  record that she was 
paid £2 5  for ' revising ' the work . At this  
price , the revision would have been very 
extensive . ] 
9 5  [ ? ]  Clarke , Marcus . His Na tura l  Life . 3 vols . 
London : Bentley , 1 8 7 5 . [FCH corrected the 
proofs of the novel on Clarke ' s  behalf and ma y 
have been responsible for the extens ive , mainly 
minor revisions that were made for the first 
English edition . See my note , ' The English 
Publication of Hi s Na tura l  Li fe ' , Austra l i a n  
Li terary Studi es , 10  ( Oct 198 2 ) : 5 2 0-6 : ]  
9 6  Mathers , Helen ( Mrs  Reeves ) .  Cherry Ripe . 3 vols . 
London :  Bentley , 1 8 7 8 . [Three letters from FCH 
5 0 
to George Bentley in the Bentley Archives 
indicate that she extensively revised the 
novel for its publication in book-form . 
It had previously been ser iali zed in Templ e 
Bar , published by Bentley , 4 9 ( Jan 1 8 7 7 ) - 5 2  
( Jan 1 8 7 8 ) . ]  
9 7  [Willard , Mrs F . J . ] Pi c t ures from Pa ri s 
in Wa r and in Si ege . By an Amer ican Lady . 
1 val . London : Bentley , 1 8 7 1 . [FCH ' s  name 
does not appear on the title-page , but the 
Author ' s  Ledgers among the Bently Archives 
record that she was paid £10  for 'revis ing ' 
the work . At this price it must have 
required fa irly extensive revision . ]  
VI  JOURNALISM 
i Journals to which FCH 
contributed regularly 
[In alphabetical order]  
9 8  The A u s tra l asian ( Melbourne ) .  [Mrs Hoey began 
contributing ' A  Lady ' s  Letter from London ' 
( unsi gned ) to the paper ' s  ' Society and 
Fashion ' column on 31 May 1 8 7 3  and continued 
to do so , at intervals varying from weekly 
to four-weekly , until at least. August 1 9 04 
and pos s ibly unt il her death in July 1 9 0 8 . 
( The column continued , in the same style , 
after her death . ) Occasionally her column 
was t itled ' A  Lady ' s  Letter from Home ' or , 
as appropr iate , ' A  Lady ' s  Letter from Paris ' ,  
' Dublin ' , ' Boulogne ' ,  ' Oberammagau ' ,  etc . 
See INTRODUCTION . ]  
9 9  Chambers ' s  Jo urna l . [See also INTRODUCT ION 
and I I I  SHORTER FICTION . DNB states  that 
Mrs Hoey wrote constantly for Chambers ' s  
between 1 8 6 5  and 1 8 94 . In fact her first 
contribut ion appeared on 28 Jan 1 8 6 5  and her 
5 1  
last on 2 3  Oct 1 8 7 5 �  During this period 
she contributed a total of 78 art icles ,  6 
novellas , and 2 novels .  Most of her articles 
were reviews - or , as  Chamber s more 
accurately called them , ' digests ' - of travel 
books . In the p eriod 1 8 6 5 - 9  her 
contributions averaged between 12 and 1 3  a 
year , for which she received an average of 
about £ 5 5  a year . In the period 1 8 7 0- 5  her 
contr ibutions were much less  numerous but 
included the two novel s A Gol den Sorrow and 
The Bl ossoming of an Aloe . For her shorter 
contributions ( averaging 6 a year ) , she 
received an average of about £2 2 a year . 
Informat ion from the Chambers ' s  Edi nburgh 
Journal ' Author ' s  Ledgers ' ,  on temporary 
depo sit in the National Library of Scotland . ]  
1 0 0  The Dubl in Revi ew [See also INTRODUCTION . The 
Wel l esl ey Index to Vi ctorian Peri odi cal s 
lists  1 1  contr ibut ions by FCH , some of them 
conj ectural and some probably or certainly 
written in collaborat ion with her husband , 
who ' was subeditor of the magazine from 1 8 6 5  
t o  1 8 7 9 . An article , ' Additions and 
Corrections to the Wel l es l e y  Index for The 
Dubl i n  Revi ew , Jan 1 8 64-July 1 9 00 1 , by Ann 
Palmer ( Vi ctori an Peri odical s Revi ew , 1 5 ,  
Spring 1 9 8 2 : 30- 37 ) ,  conj ecturally adds two 
more articles probably wr itten by FCH in 
collaboration with her husband . ]  
1 0 1  The Freeman ' s  Journal ( Dublin ) . [Not sighted . 
According to DNB , FCH began contributing 
' reviews and articles on art ' in 1 8 5 3 . Her 
contribut ions probably ceased when she left 
Dublin in late 1 8 5 5  or early 1 8 5 6 . ]  
1 0 2  The Morning Post ( London ) .  [Not s ighted . 
According to DNB , FCH began contributing 
reviews to the paper when she first went to 
London in late 18 5 5  or early 1 8 5 6 . ]  
1 0 3  The Na t i on ( Dublin ) .  [See INTRODUCTION . Not 
s ighted . ] 
5 2  
1 04 The Spec ta tor . [See also INTRODUCTION . Mrs 
Hoey contr ibuted one s igned article , ' A  
Catholic Lady in "Red" Par is ' , 1 5  April 1 87 1 , 
pp . 444- 6 ( reprinted , unsigned , in Li t tel l ' s  
Li ving A ge , 1 0 9[1 3  May 1 8 7 1 ] : 4 3 1 - 6 ) ,  and an 
enormous number of unsigned reviews . The 
' Record of Articles ' kept by R . H .  Hutton ( co­
editor of the Spec ta tor ) from 14  Nov 1 8 74 to 
1 0  Nov 1 8 7 7  and from 2 0 Nov 1 8 8 0  t ill 
Hutton ' s  death on 9 Sep 1 8 9 7  shows that FCH 
was the magazine ' s most prolific reviewer of 
travel books in the 1 8 7 0s and 1 8 8 0 s . She 
also contributed subleaders on a wide variety 
of topic s , reviews of the ' lighter ' 
magazines ,  and pars for the ' Current 
Literature ' page . In the 1 8 7 0 s  she seldom 
reviewed new novels ( though the review of 
Rhoda Broughton ' s  Joan , 30  Dec 1 8 7 6 ,  was by 
her ) ; but in the 1 8 8 0 s  she was frequently 
entrusted with the latest works of Payn , 
Besant , Justin McCarthy , M . E .  Braddon , and 
George Moore . She also , on occas ions , 
reviewed plays and exhib itions . Her last 
contr ibution appeared on 18 May 1 8 9 5 . ]  
1 0 5  Templ e Bar .  [See also SHORTER FICTION . In 
addition to short stories ,  FCH contributed 
4 reviews dur ing the per iod 1 8 7 3 - 8 . She also 
' edited ' two short stories published in the 
j ournal . Her contributions are listed in 
the Wel l esl e y  Index to Vi c torian Peri odical s . ] 
1 0 6  The Worl d .  [See also INTRODUCTION . According 
to DNB , FCH helped Edmund Yates  to ' plan ' 
The Worl d and was one of its original 
contributors in 1 8 74 . Most of her 
contributions appear to have been short , 
uns igned notices of new books for the paper ' s  
' Pages in Waiting ' section . Many of them are 
referred to in her unpublished correspondence 
with Edmund Downey ( see below , VII  
MANUSCRIPTS ) .  She also contributed 
occasional s igned articles , including one for 
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the ' Pages  in Wait ing ' section , on Henry 
Seton Merriman , 3 0  Aug 1 9 04 ,  p . 3 5 1 , which is  
the  latest of her l iterary efforts that I 
have been able to trac e . ] 
ii Other contributions  
to j ournals  
[In chronological order] 
1 0 7  1 "Red" Paris on Easter Sunday 1 ,  Sa i n t  Pa ul s , 
8 ( May 1 8 7 1 ) : 1 6 3 -7 6 .  [S igned . ] 
1 0 8  ' Therese Tiet j ens ' ,  Bel gra via , 34 ( Nov 1 8 77 ) ;  
7 0 - 8 2 . [Signed . ] 
VI I  MANUSCRIPTS 
[Listed alphabetically by location . ] 
Bri t i sh 'Library 
1 0 9  ALS to Sir Charles  Dilke , 14 Mar 1 8 7 9 . Add . 
MS 439 1 0 , f . 2 6 1 . [See INTRODUCTION . ] 
1 1 0  ALS t o  T . H . S .  E scott , 2 6  Nov 1 884 . E scott 
papers , Add . MS 5 8 7 8 1 , ff . 1 2 6-7 .  
Na t i onal Li bra ry of Ireland 
1 1 1  1 14  ALS , postcard s , memos , reader ' s  
reports , and other items  from Mrs Hoey to 
Edmund Downey , 1 8 8 7 - 1 9 0 5 . MSS 1 0 0 2 8 , 1 - 2 . 
[See INTRODUCTION . Enclosed with Mrs Hoey ' s  
letters are a letter from T . P .  O ' Connor to 
her husband John Cashel Hoey , n . d .  ( ? 1 8 81 ) ; 
a letter to Mrs Hoey from the publisher 
R . B . Marston , 2 2  Feb 1 8 9 6 ; and 2 typed 
letters to Mrs Hoey from the publishers 
R . E . King Ltd , 1 2  Sep and 1 5  Oct 1 90 0 .  
Attached to one o f  Mrs Hoey ' s  letters  i s  a 
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sat irical poem , ' Mr .  Rhodes to Mr . 
Chamberla in ' ,  n . d . · ( ? early 1 9 0 0 ) . ]  
112  4 ALS . To ' Sir ' , ' Mr . Hall ' , ' Miss  Penny ' , 
and ' Mi s s  Crommelin ' .  MSS 1 3 8 3 0 . [None 
of the letters is fully dated , but three 
were written from 17 Campden Hill Road , 
Kens ington , where FCH lived from early 1 8 6 8  
t o  about 18 9 2 ; the fourth letter certainly 
belongs to the same period . A note ( not in 
FCH ' s  hand ) attached to the letter to Miss 
Crommelin , dates  it [? 1 8 6 0] , but it 
contains what appears to be a reference to 
the recent death of FCH ' s  daughter 
Charlotte , which occurred in 1 8 7 8 . 
Na t i onal Libra ry of Sco tl and 
1 1 3  2 ALS to the publisher Blackwood , 17 Aug 
[ 1 8 6 6 ]  and 3 Apr 1 8 7 2 . Blackwood Papers , 
MSS 4 2 0 9 , 4 2 9 1 . [With the second of these , 
FCH s ent Blackwood the ms of her novel The 
Queen ' s  Token , about which R . H .  Hutton , 
editor of the Specta tor , had spoken to 
Blackwood on her behalf .  Blackwoods did 
not publi sh the novel , nor any of her other s . ]  
Oxl e y  Memori al Library ( Br isbane ) 
114 8 ALS to the novelist Rosa Praed ( Mr s  Campbell 
Praed ) ;  mo st , if not all , written in 1 9 04 .  
Ro sa Praed Papers . [See INTRODUCTION . ]  
Uni versi t y  of Il l i noi s Library 
1 1 5  43 ALS , one telegram , one reader ' s  report , and 
one memo , to the publisher Bentley , 1 8 7 1 -
[ ? 1 8 9 4 ] .  The A rchi ves of Ri chard Ben tl e y  
and Son 1 8 29 - 1 8 9 8 . Microfilm , Cambridge : 
Chadwyck-Healey , 1 9 76 , Part I I , Reel 3 5 . 
[Many of the letters  are undated or 
imperfectly dated , but a more or less  
precise  date can be assigned to  mo st of 
them on the basis  of internal evidence . 
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1 1 6  
1 1 7  
Two o f  the letter s  are addres sed t o  Richard 
Bentley , the rest to his father , George 
Bentley . 3 ALS from George Bentley to FCH , 
relating to her translation of The 
Correspondence of Pri nce Ta l l eyrand and 
Ki ng Loui s XVIII ( early 1 8 8 1 ) ,  are in the 
British Library ( The Archi ves of Richard 
Bentl ey , Part I ,  Reel 41 ) . ]  
VI I I  REVIEWS OF FCH ' S  FICTION 
A Hou s e  of Ca rds 
A thena eum , 2 1 4 3 ( 2 1  Nov 1 8 6 8 ) : 6 7 6 . 
( ?Romer ) . Uns igned . ]  
Spec ta tor , 4 6 ( 8 Feb 1 8 7 3 ) : 1 8 4 . 
Fa l sel y True 
[By 
1 1 8  A thena eum , 2 2 3 6 ( 3 S ep 1 8 70 ) : 304- 5 . [By 
( ?Rbmer ) . Unsigned . ]  
1 1 9  Specta tor , 24  Sep 1 8 7 0 , pp-. 1 147- 9 .  
[Conj ecturally attributed to R . H .  Hutton 
by Profes sor R . H .  T ener : _ c f .  Specta tor 
reviews of A Gol den Sorrow , Ou t of Court 
and A l l , or No thi ng , below . ] 
A Gol den Sorrow 
1 2 0  A thenae um , 2 3 27 ( 1 June 1 8 72 ) : 6 8 5- 6 .  [By 
( ?Romer ) . Unsigned . ]  
1 2 1  Sa turda y Revi e w ,  4 9 ( 2 2  May 1 8 8 0 ) : 6 6 9- 7 0 . 
1 2 2  Specta tor , 8 June 1 8 7 2 , pp . 7 2 5 - 6 . [By 
R . H .  Hutton? ]  
Buri ed i n  the Deep , and Other Tal es 
1 2 3  Specta tor , 4 6 ( 8 Feb 1 8 7 3 ) : 1 84 .  
5 6  
Out of Court 
124  Aca demy , 5 ( Apr 1874 ) : 424- 5 . [ Signed A .  
Lang . ]  
1 2 5  A thena eum , 2 4 2 1  ( 2 1 Mar 1 8 74 ) : 38 8 .  [By 
Hepworth Dixon . Unsigned . ]  
1 2 6  Specta tor , 14  Mar 1 874 , pp . 3 3 5 - 6 . [By R . H .  
Hutton? ] 
1 2 7  Times , 21  Aug 1 8 7 4 , p . l 2 .  
The Blossomi ng of an A l oe and The Queen ' s  Token 
1 2 8  Aca demy , 7 ( 1 3  Feb 1 8 7 5 ) : 1 6 3 . [S igned George 
Saintsbury . ]  
1 2 9  London Soci e t y , 2 7 ( Feb 1 8 7 5 ) : 19 0 . 
1 3 0  Specta tor , 4 8 ( 2 Jan 1 8 7 5 ) : 1 7- 1 9 . [By R . H . 
Hutton . Uns igned . ]  
1 3 1  , 6 3 ( 1 2  Oct 1 8 89 ) : 50 2 .  
1 32 Times , 2 5  Jan 18 7 5 ,  p .  4 .  
Gri ffi th ' s  Doubl e 
1 3 3  Academy ( George Saintsbury ) , 1 0 ( 1 6  Sep 1 8 76 ) : 
2 8 6 . 
1 34 A th ena e um , 2 5 4 5 ( 5 Aug 1 8 7 6 ) : 1 74 . [By ( ? - )  
Collyer . Unsigned . ]  
1 3 5  New Quarterl y Ma ga z i ne , 7 ( 0ct 1 8 7 6 ) : 2 6 5 - 6 . 
[By O . J . F .  Crawfurd . ]  
1 3 6  Spec ta tor , 49 ( 7  Oct 1 8 76 ) : 1 2 5 0 - 1 . [By R . H .  
Hutton . Unsigned . ]  
Al l , or No thing 
1 37 Aca demy , 1 5 ( 1 7  May 1 8 79 ) : 4 31 . [Signed 
Richard F .  Littledale . ]  
1 3 8  A thena eum , 2 68 4 ( 5 Apr 1 8 7 9 ) : 4 3 6 . [By ( ? - )  
Cook . Unsigned . ]  
1 3 9  Specta tor , 2 9  Mar 1 8 7 9 , pp . 4 08- 9 . [By R . H .  
Hutton? ] 
5 7  
The Ques tion of Cain 
140  Aca demy , 2 1 ( 2 8  Jan 1 8 82 ) : 59 .  [Signed Leonora 
B .  Lang . ] 
1 4 1  A thena e um , 2 8 3 3 ( 11 Feb 1 8 82 ) : 1 8 6 . [By ( ? - )  
Collyer . Unsigned . ] 
142  Graphic , 2 5 ( 1 8  Feb 1 8 8 2 ) : 1 6 6 . 
143  Specta tor , 5 5 ( 1 8  Feb 1 8 82 ) : 2 36 . [By R . H .  
Hutton . Unsigned . ]  
The Lover ' s  Creed 
1 44 Academy , 2 6 ( 1 3  Dec 1 8 84 ) : 3 8 9 . [ Signed C . E .  
Dawkins . ] 
1 4 5  A thenae um , 2 9 7 9 ( 2 9  Nov 1 884 ) : 6 92 . [By ( ? - )  
Sergeant . Unsigned . ]  
1 4 6  Graphic ,  3 0 ( 2 7  D e c  1 8 84 ) : 6 74 .  
1 4 7  Sa t urda y Revi ew , 5 9 ( 2 7 June  1 8 8 5 ) : 8 6 7 - 8 . 
148  Spec ta tor , 5 7 ( 1 3 Dec  1 8 84 ) : 1 6 6 6-7 . [By 
Captain Clarke . Uns igned . ]  
A Stern Cha se 
149  Academy , 2 9 ( 19  June 1 8 8 6 ) : 4 3 0 . [Signed 
Richard F .  Littledale . ]  
1 5 0  A thenaeum ,  3 0 5S ( 5 June 1 8 8 6 ) : 74 5 . [By ( ? - )  
Sergeant . Unsigned . ]  
1 5 1  Graphic , 34 ( 3 1  July 1 8 8 6 ) : 1 2 2 . 
1 5 2  Sa t urda y Revi ew ,  6 2 ( 2 8 Aug 1 8 8 6 ) : 2 9 9 . 
1 5 3  Specta tor , 5 9 ( 2 6  June 1 8 8 6 ) : 8 5 1- 2 . [By 
William Wallace .  Uns igned . ]  
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IX  SELE CT B IO GRAPHICAL AND CRIT ICAL SOURCES 
1 54 Allibone , S . A .  See under Kirk , J . F . 
1 5 5  A u thor , The . Par , 2 ( Jan 1 89 2 ) : 248 . [See 
INTRODUCTION . ] 
1 5 6  Bentley , Richard , and Son . The Archi ves of 
Ri cha rd Ben t l e y  and Son . Br itish Library . 
Microfilm , Cambridge : Chadwyck-Healey , 
1 9 7 6 , Part 1 ,  Reels 1 , 2 , 4 1 , 4 8 . [Record of 
payments to , and copies of letter s  to , 
FCH . Report on her novel , Chapter and 
Vers e ;  see above , INTRODUCTION . ]  
1 5 7  Chambers ,  W .  and R .  Manuscript papers , on 
temporary deposit in the National Library 
of Scotland . TD1709 . [See also 
INTRODUCTION , and VI  JOURNAL ISM ( Chambers ' s  
Journal ) . ] 
1 5 8  Di c t i onary of Na ti onal Biography [ ' E . L . ' :  i . e .  
1 5 9  
Elizab eth Lee ] .  Supplement 1 9 0 1 - 19 1 1 , 
pp . 2 7 6 - 7 . 
Downey , Edmund . Twen t y  
Anecdot e  Il l us tra ting 
London . London : Hurst 
Dedication and p . 4 6 .  
above ; ]  
Years A go ;  A Book of 
Li terary Li fe in 
and Blackett , 1 9 0 5 , 
[See INTRODUCTION , 
1 6 0  Duffy , S ir Charles  Gavan . My Li�e i n  Two 
Hemi spheres .  2 vols . London : Fisher 
Unwin , 1 8 9 8 , val . 2 ,  p . 3 6 7 . 
1 6 1  Edwards ,  P . D .  ' The Engli sh Publicat ion of 
Hi s Na tura l  Li fe ' , A u s tral i an Li t erary 
Studies , 1 0 ( 0ct 1 9 8 2 ) : 5 2 0-6 . 
1 6 2  Elliott , Brian . Marcus Cl a rke . Oxford : 
Clarendon Pre s s , 1 9 5 8 , pp . 1 6 5- 6 . 
1 6 3  E scott , T . H . S .  Engl and; Its Peopl e ,  Pol i t y ,  
and Pursui ts . 2 vols . London : Cassell , 
Petter , Galpin , [ 1 8 79 ] ,  val . 2 ,  p . 4 04 . 
5 9  
1 64 Escott , T . H . S .  Ma s ters of Engl i sh Journa l i sm .  
London : Fisher Unwin , 1 9 1 1 , p . 2 61 . 
1 6 5  An thony Tro l l ope ; Hi s Publ i c  
Services , Pri va te Fri ends , .and Li terary 
Ori ginal s .  London : John Lane , 1 9 1 3 ,  pp . 
149- 5 0 . 
1 6 6  Grea t Vi c tori ans . London : 
Fisher Unwin , 1 9 1 6 ,  p . 34 7 . 
1 6 7  Furlong , Mary and Hyde , Douglas .  Iri sh 
Li t era ture ; Sec t i on I, Iri sh A u t hors and 
Thei r Wri ti ngs i n  Ten Vol umes . N . Y . : 
P . F . Collier , 1 9 04 ,  vol . 4 ,  pp . 1 5 7 8- 8 7 . 
[Includes extract from FCH ' s  novel A Gol den 
Sorrow . ] 
1 6 8  Furniss , Harry . Some Vi c tori an Women ; Good , 
Ba d ,  and Indi fferen t . London : Bodley Head , 
1 9 2 3 ,  p . 9 .  
1 6 9  Hogan , Robert ( et al . ) .  Di ctionary of Iri sh 
Li tera ture . Westport , Conn . : Greenwood 
Pres s ,  1 9 7 9 , pp . 2 9 7 - 8 . 
I 
1 7 0  Kirk , J . F . A Suppl emen t to Al l i bone ' s  
Cri t i cal Di c t i onary of Engl i sh Li tera t ure 
and Bri t i sh and Ameri can A u thors . 
Philadelphia : J . B .  Lipincott , 1 8 9 1 , vol . 2 ,  
pp . 8 34-5 . 
1 7 1  Mitchell , Sally . ' Sentiment and Suffering ; 
Women ' s  Recreational Reading in the 1 8 6 0s ' , 
Vi ctori an S t u di es , 2 1 ( Autumn 1 9 7 7 ) : 2 9-45 . 
1 7 2  Nicoll , W .  Robert son . James Macdonell , 
Journa l i s t . New ed . London : Hodder and 
Stoughton , 1 9 0 0 ,  p . 2 6 7 .  [I am grateful to 
Professor Robert H .  Tener for drawing my 
attent ion to this reference . ]  
1 7 3  Read , Charles  A .  and O ' Connor , T . P .  The 
Cabi net of Iri sh Li t era ture . London : 
Blackie , 1 8 8 2 , vol . 4 ,  pp . 2 5 3 - 8 . [Includes  
extract from FCH ' s  short story No Si gn . ] 
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1 74 Shaw , George Bernard . Col l ected Le t t ers 1 8 74 -
1 8 9 7 ,  ed . Dan H .  Laurence .  London : Max 
Reinhardt , 1 9 6 5 , pp . 7 - 8 , 2 1 , 2 09 .  
1 7 5  Tinsley, William . Random Recol l ec t i ons o f  an 
Ol d Publ isher . 2 vols . London : S impkin 
Marshall , etc . , 1 9 0 0 , vol . 1 ,  pp . 1 3 7 -43 . 
1 7 6  Tinsl e y ' s  Ma ga zine . Pars , 48 ( Feb 1 8 9 2 ) : 2 6 3 ,  
and March 1 8 9 2 , 3 5 7 . 
1 7 7  W , W . F .  ' E . Y .  1 ,  Pal l  Mal l  Ga ze t t e , 31  
Oct 19 00 , p . 1 .  [See INTRODUCTION , above . ]  
1 7 8  Who Was Who .  1 89 7-1 916 , p . 344 . 
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 
ll5A f>lANUSCRIPTS - Univers ity of Illinois Library . 
8 ALS to the publisher and novelist Grant 
Richards ,  1 9 0 5 - 8 . The Archi ves of Gran t Richa rds , 
1 8 9 7-1 9 4 8 . Microfilm , Cambr idge : Chadwyck­
Healey , 1 9 7 9 , Reel 6 0 . [See INTRODUCTION , p . 31 . 
The Archives also contain letter s  from Richards 
to FCH . ( Reels 2 ,  9 , and 11 . ) ] 
174A Swan Sonnenschein and Co . The Archi ves of Swan 
Sonnenschein and Co . ,  1 8 7 8 - 1 9 1 1 . Microfilm , 
B ishops Stortford : Chadwyck-Healey , 1 9 7 3 , 
Reel 1 7  ( val . 3 2 , p . 7 5 5 ) . 
6 2  
�dmund Yates  Victorian Fiction 
Research Guides 3 
ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 
( Consolidated List , Oct 1 9 8 2 ) 
I NOVELS 
6A [Broken to Harness] New ed . 1 vol . 
Routledge , n . d .  [1 8 7 9  or earlier ] . 
3 0A [Black Sheep] New ed , 1 val . Routledge , 
n . d .  1} 8 7 9  or earlie:rj . 
3 5A [The Rock Ahead] New ed . 1 vol . Routledge , 
n . d .  \1_8 7 9  or earlier] . 
4 5A [The Yel l ow Fla g] New ed . 1 vol . 
Routledge , n . d .  [1 8 7 9  or earlier] . 
47A [A Wai ting Race] New ed . 1 vol . 
Routledge , n . d .  [1 8 7 9  or earlier] . 
5 5A [The Impending Sword] Serialized : The 
7 1  
Home Journal , 2 ( 2 0 Dec 1 8 7 3 ) -4 ( 2 2 Aug 
1 8 74 ) . 
Now sighted . American reprint of The 
Impending Sword ( item 5 6 ) . 
I I  COLLECTIONS OF  SHORTER FICTION 
7 5  After ' Out of Town ' , add ( Rpt . from The 
Ill ustra ted Times , 1 1  Sep 1 8 5 8 ) . After 
' The Night Attack ' ,  add ' Gho sts in 
Br ick ' ( Rpt . from The Welcome Guest , 1 ,  
no . 4 ,  1 8 60 ) .  After ' ' A  Christmas  
Carol ' ,  add ( Poem ) . After ' Sunday in 
London ' ,  add ( Rpt . from The Train , 
July 1 8 5 6 ) . 
7 6  Del ete ' and adds " Ghosts in Brick" . 
no . 4 ,  1 8 6 0 ) . '  
7 3  
' i 
7 7  Now s ighted . A fter ti tl e ,  add 2 vols . 
Add : [Ded icated to William Henry Will s , 
' at whose  suggestion most of the es says 
herein contained were written ' .  Wills 
was assistant editor of Hou sehol d  Words 
and All the Yea r Round . Contains 
introduction and 3 5  sketches . ]  
I I I  SHORTER FICT ION - UNCOLLECTED 
84A ' Storm-Bound ' ,  Chri stmas number of 
Ti nsl e y ' s  Ma ga zi n e , 1 ( 18 67 ) : 1 - 5 , 1 2 8 .  
Signed . [Yates ' s  contributions are 
Introduct ion and Conclusion . ]  
8 8A ' In the Dead of Night ; a Gho st Story ' ,  in 
the ' Christmas Feuilleton ' of The Worl d ,  
2 6  Dec 1 8 7 7 , pp . 7 - 1 0 . 
8 8B ' A  Week with the Mahdi ' .  Christmas 
1 0 8A 
number of The Worl d ,  2 7  Nov 1 884 . 
[Unsigned except for editorial 
interpolat ions ( s igned Atlas ) .  Includes 
several pieces of light verse . ]  
IV VERSE 
ii Uncollected 
' A Continental Run ' . Il l us tra ted Times , 
7 ( 1 8  Sep 1 8 5 8 ) : 2 0 3 . 
1 0 8B ' Mr .  Planche . .  Il l u s tra ted Times , 8 ( 8  Jan 
1 8 59 ) .  Rpt . in The Extra vaganza s of 
J . R .  Planch e , Esq . ' ,  ed . T . F .  Dillon 
Croker and Stephen Tucker . London : 
Samuel French , 1 8 7 5 , 5 : 3 1 2 -14 . 
1 09 Del e t e  I have not found . . . place of 
publication . S ubs t i t u te The poem is 
quoted , as  an ' epigram ' by a man called 
Yelland , in Yate s ' s  novel A Wai ti n g  
Race , 1 8 7 2 , 1 : 1 7 8 . A cutting of it , 
signed , is  in the scrapbook kept by 
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1 1 1 , 1 1 2  
1 12A 
1 12B 
1 1 3  
1 1 3A , B , 
C , D  
Yates ' s - son Edmund Smedley Yate s ,  but 
with no indicat ion what j ournal it had 
appeared in . 
Del et e Original place . . .  not found . 
Subs t i t u te [Rpt .  from Templ e Ba r� Feb 
1 8 6 2 , pp . 3 2 6 - 8 , and July 1 8 6 1 , pp . 4 72-4 , 
respectively . S igned . ]  
' Then - and Now ' . Templ e Ba� 1 9 ( Mar 1 86 7 ) : 
2 9- 3 0 .  [Signed . ]  
' Ad Ceciliam ' , Templ e Ba r, 1 9 ( Mar 1 8 6 7 ) : 2 9-
30 . [Signed . ]  
[ ' A Premiere at the Prince of Wales ' ] .  
This poem appeared in The Worl d on 1 6  
Jan 1 8 7 8 , p . 14 .  
' A Beauty ' ;  ' It ' s  a s ingular fact ' ;  ' A  
Pertinent Quest ion ' ;  ' The Colour s  of  
Coquett es ' . The Worl d . [Cuttings o f  
these four poems are i n  the scrapbook 
kept by Yate s ' s  son , Edmund Smedley . 
' A  Beauty ' appeared on 7 Oct 1 8 7 4 , 
p . 2 9 7 ;  but the scrapbook does not give 
any date for the other three poems . ]  
V PLAYS 
1 19A After the Bal l . Comedy . First 
119B  
performed at  the  Royal Gallery . of 
Illustrat ion , 28  Apr 1 8 58 . [Listed in 
Allardyce Nicoll , A Hi s tory of Engl i sh 
Drama , 5 : 6 3 5 . ]  
Good for No thi ng . Farce . By Yates  and 
N . H .  Harrington . First performed at the 
Adelphi , 27 Dec 1 8 5 8 . [Listed in Ni col l , 
loc . cit . ]  
122A The Gol den Da ggers . Drama . First 
performed at the Princess , 19 Apr 1 8 6 2 . 
[Listed in Ni col l , loc . cit . ]  
7 5  
' I  
12 3A ' Mr .  Web ster ' s  Company is  reque sted at a 
photographic Soiree ' . Farce . First 
performed at the Adelphi , 2 7  Dec 1 8 6 2 . 
[Listed in Nicol l , pp . 7 2 2 , 84 1 . ]  
VI JOURNALISM  
1 2 8  [The Train] . Now s ighted . The final 
issue appeared in June 1 8 5 8 . All 
contributions were s igned . Yates  had 
three sketches under his own name in 
vol . I ( Jan-June 1 8 5 6 ) and three in 
vol . II ( July-Dec 1 8 5 6 ) . ' Respectable 
People ' ( April 1 8 5 6 , pp . 2 38-41 ) was 
later reprinted in part in Town Talk � 6 June 1 8 5 8 , p . 9 6 )  without any 
acknowledgment of it s previous 
publication . ' Sunday in London ' ( July 
1 8 5 6 , pp . 5 5 - 9 ) was later reprinted in 
After Offi ce-Hours : see item 7 5  above . 
Among the subj ect s  o f  the series ' Men 
, of Mark ' , wr itten by Yates ,  were W . H .  
Russell ( April 1 8 5 7 ) , Wilkie Collins 
( June 1 8 5 7 ) ,  Mjllais ( July 1 8 5 7 ) , and 
Shirley Brooks ( Sep 1 8 5 7 ) . 
1 2 9  [Town Talk . ] Now sighted . The magazine 
i s  listed in the BM  Cat . It ran from 
8 May 1 8 5 8  to 1 4  Nov 1 8 5 9 . A par in 
the number for 1 9  June 1 8 5 8 , p . 7 6 
deplored p ernicious rumours about the 
reasons for Dickens ' s  separation from 
his wife . However , a later par ( 2 5 
Sep 1 8 5 8 , p . 2 4 5 ) sneered at his own 
account o f  his motives and described 
the whole affair a s  ' very repugnant ' . 
The first was presumably written by 
Yates , the s econd by someone else . 
1 32 [The Worl d . ]  After ' See also under I 
NOVELS ' ,  add I I I  SHORTER FICTION , IV . 
ii  VERSE- Uncollected , and . The article 
7 6  
on Trollope ( 24 Feb 1 8 8 2 ) was s igned , 
as were a number of Yates ' s  other 
contribut ions . The pseudonym ' Atlas ' 
was associated not only with his own 
contributions but also with the c olumn 
' What the World Says ' which began on 7 
Oct 1 8 7 4  and was still running when 
Yates died in 1 8 94 , and which cons isted 
of par s  by a variety of hands includ ing 
his own . Many articles in which Yates 
is obviously speaking in his own person 
are s igned ' Edmund Yates ' or ' E . Y .  ' .  
Some ( but not all ) of the poems and other 
items  s igned 'L ' ( Greek ' E ' )  may have 
been by Yates . 
IX  MANUSCRIPTS 
1 6 6A Ba th Reference Li bra ry 
ALS to Mr Montgomery , dated 8 Apr 1 8 94 
from Cannes .  
1 6 8 , 1 69 , Now s ighted 
1 7 1  
1 7 1A Uni versi t y  of Cal i fornia a t  Los Angel es 
Li bra ry 
ALS to George Bentley , 19 May 1 8 8 2 . 
[The Archives of Ri chard Bentl ey and Son 
1 8 2 9 - 1 8 9 8 . M icrofilm , Cambridge : 
Chadwyck-Healey , 1 97 6 , Part I I1 . ] 
1 7 3A Hun ti ngton Li brary ( cont . )  
2 7  ALS and 7 postc�rds ,  1 8 6 0 -c . 1 8 9 0 .  
[Rec ipients include E . S .  Pigott ( 1 3 ALS 
and 7 postcards� Frances Power Cobbe , 
John Hollingshead ( 4  ALS , 1 8 6 0 - 8 3 ) ,  and 
Harry Furniss . ]  
1 7 3B John Ryl ands Library 
2 ALS to W . F .  Tillotson , 9 Feb 1 8 7 4  and 
14 May 1 8 7 5 , and 1 to ' My dear Lucy ' , 1 7  
Dec 1 87 9 .  T illotson ' s  Fiction Bureau 
Archive . 
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X REVIEWS OF YATE S ' S . . .  PLAYS 
1 8 5A Good for No thing [Play . 1 1 9B ] 
Times , 2 8  Dec 1 8 58 , p . 7 .  
1 8 5B The Gol den Da ggers [Play . 1 2 2A] 
and C A thena e um , 18 0 0 ( 2 6  Apr 1 8 6 2 ) : 5 6 9 ;  Times , 
2 1  Apr 1 8 6 2 , p . 7 .  [Both reviews credit 
Charles Fechter with j oint -authorship of 
the play ; Allardyce Nicoll gives Yates 
as sole author . ] 
2 2 6A 
2 3 7A 
2 37B  
2 4 3A 
249A  
2 5 0A 
2 5 4A 
2 5 4B 
2 5 6A 
XI BIOGRAPHICAL AND CRITICAL SOURCE S 
Adrian , Arthur A .  
Edi tor of Punch . 
passim .  
Mark Lemon ; Fi rs t 
London : OUP , 1 9 6 6 , 
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